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Polymer gel treatment is one of the most cost-effective methods to control water 
production in mature oil fields. The main objective of gel treatments is to reduce water or 
gas flow through high-permeability channels or fractures without damaging productive 
zones. Preformed particle gels (PPGs) have been applied for conformance control 
because they can overcome some potential drawbacks inherent in an in-situ gelation 
system. 
In this study, lab experiments were performed to quantify PPG propagation 
through fractures and fracture-like channels by using screen models and open fracture 
models. The main findings in these experiments can guide the selection of best particle 
gels for specific reservoirs. The results indicate that PPG injectivity increases with 
fracture width and flow rate; it decreases with brine concentration, on which the PPG 
swollen ratio is dependent. Increasing particle sizes and injection rates cannot 
significantly increase injection pressure. The transport mechanisms of swollen PPG 
through the screen models were identified, and the dominant transport patterns were 
found to be “snap-off and pass” and “deform and pass”. Fracture models showed that 
PPG propagated like a piston along a fracture during injection and a gel pack formed in 
the fracture after PPG placement. The degree of gel dehydration in PPG placement is 
much less significant compared to that in in-situ gel systems. Mathematical models based 
on the screen tests were developed to characterize the rheological properties of gel 
placement in fractures and these models were able to predict the pressure gradient and the 
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1.1. STATEMENT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM 
The overall demand for energy is expected to grow by 53 percent over the next 25 
years (EIA, 2011). Fossil fuels are expected to continue supplying much of the energy 
used worldwide. To meet the increase in energy demand, oil production needs to increase 
by a total of 26.6 million barrels per day from 2008 to 2035. In the United States of 
America, one out of every six barrels of crude oil produced comes from a marginal well 
that is nearing the end of its economically useful life, and over 85 percent of the total 
number of U.S. oil wells are now classified as such (EIA, 2012). So tapping into 
additional oil and gas supplies within the nation's marginal wells will be an important 
contribution to U.S. energy security. 
Water production control is a key issue in most mature oil fields worldwide 
(Bailey et al., 2000). Water management involves expensive superficial infrastructure, 
disposal costs, corrosion, scaling among the hydrocarbon production losses, sand and 
fines production consequences (Vega et al., 2010). In many mature reservoirs under a 
long time waterflooding, water cuts can easily rise above 90% challenging the field profit 
(Sydansk et al., 2000; Seright et al., 2008). Consequently, producing zones are often 
abandoned in an attempt to avoid water contact, even when the intervals still retain large 
volumes of recoverable hydrocarbons (Bai et al., 2011). Controlling water production has 
been a major objective for the oil industry. Gel treatment is one of the most cost-effective 
methods to control water production. The main objective of gel treatments is to reduce 
water or gas flow through high-permeability channels or fractures without damaging 
productive zones. Traditionally in-situ bulk gels have been widely used to control 
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conformance (Seright, 1994, 1999). Recently, preformed particle gels (PPGs) are 
developed and applied for in-depth conformance control because they can overcome 
some potential drawbacks inherent in an in-situ gelation system (Bai et al., 2007a, 
2007b). Optimization of gel treatment design requires knowledge of the behavior of these 
gels when they extrude through the fractures or channels. However, no lab results have 
been reported on the transportation behavior of particle gel through fractures and their 
effect on water flow. The main objective of this research work is to quantify PPG 
propagation during extrusion through open fractures and to determine which factors 
significantly impact particle gel injectivity. The obtained knowledge will be used for 
optimizing the PPG treatment to enhanced oil recovery (EOR). 
1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 
This research work systematically investigated the rheology behavior of PPG 
extrusion in fractures and its impact on water flow. Four specific tasks are to: 
(1) Quantify PPG propagation during extrusion through a transparent open 
fracture and determine which factors significantly impact particle gel injectivity; 
(2) Study gel propagation and dehydration processes in a semi-transparent 
fracture model that combines gel movement visualization in fractures with the fluid 
leakoff effects in the matrix rock; 
(3) Establish an effective method to quantitatively evaluate the rheology 
behavior of various PPGs in porous media and also to correlate the gel properties in 
screen models and fracture models; 
(4) Develop models that can be used to predict the effective viscosity of 
swollen PPG during its extrusion through a fracture. 
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Various fracture models representing different reservoir conditions were used for 
this study. And a number of PPG samples prepared with various brine concentrations 
were evaluated to guide the proper selection of the gel treatments for fractures and 
channels with different fracture widths. In addition, full factorial experimental design 
analysis and mathematical modeling for gel performance evaluation and prediction were 
performed based on the experimental results. 
Figure 1.1 shows the scope of this work: 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Research scope. 
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Four journal articles in the following sections were written to address the four 
specific tasks listed above: 
(1) In the first paper, transparent fracture models were constructed to visually 
track swollen preformed particle gel propagation through open fractures and water flow 
through PPG placed in fractures. The leakoff effects were neglected because the 
transparent model lacks matrix permeability, unlike a true fractured reservoir rock. The 
fluid transport behavior before, during, and after PPG injection was observed both 
visually and by using pressure recording systems. Factors that influence PPG injectivity 
and plugging efficiency were investigated and full-factorial experimental design analysis 
was performed to rank the influence of injection rate, fracture width, and PPG swelling 
ratio on pressure response, resistance factors, and injectivity. Mathematical models were 
proposed for PPG performance evaluation and prediction at the end of this task. 
(2) In the second paper, semi-transparent fracture models were built to 
understand the propagation of PPG along the fractures and the leakoff properties in the 
matrix rock. The model is transparent on one side so that the PPG and water movement 
would be clearly visible. On the other side of the model, a real piece of sandstone slab is 
cast to represent a true fractured system with leakoff capability. The effects of various 
parameters such as injection rate, gel particle size, and fracture widths on PPG 
propagation and dehydration were examined in this study. 
(3) In the third paper, a comprehensive method was developed to 
quantitatively evaluate the rheology behavior of swollen PPG used for conformance 
improvement through porous media and a screen extrusion model was designed for the 
purpose. The rheology properties of the tested PPG samples were measured as a function 
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of the brine concentration (swelling ratio), screen size, and sample repacking. The 
transport mechanism of the gel particles through the screen models was investigated and 
the dominating transport patterns were identified. The characteristic yield pressure as 
well as a shear rate dependent apparent viscosity for each PPG sample were used to build 
the rheology models for PPG transport through porous media. 
(4) In the fourth paper, mathematical models were attempted to predict the 
effective viscosity of swollen PPG during its extrusion through a fracture. A theoretical 
model was first developed to predict the pressure gradient of swollen particle gel 
extrusion through an open fracture, assuming that particle gel is a shear-thinning material 
and follows power-law rheology equation. Then the model was modified by correlating 
screen test results with fracture experiment results so that the apparent consistency 
constant and the apparent flow index obtained from screen tests were introduced to 
replace the consistency constant and flow index from general power law equation. After 
validating the developed correlations, a general model based on a single group of screen 
test measurements was established to determine the effective viscosity of PPG in a 




2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. CONFORMANCE CONTROL 
The term conformance in its original form is defined as the measure of the 
volumetric sweep efficiency during an oil-recovery flood or process being conducted in 
an oil reservoir (Sydansk 2011). It’s a measure of the uniformity of the flood front of the 
injected drive fluid during an oil-recovery flooding operation and the uniformity 
vertically and areally of the flood front as it is being propagated through an oil reservoir 
(Sydansk 2007). A perfectly conforming drive provides a uniform sweep across the entire 
reservoir; an imperfectly conforming drive leaves unswept pockets of hydrocarbon 
(Borling 1994). If there were perfect conformance in a perfect regular five-spot well 
pattern during an oil-recovery flooding operation, the flood front would reach all four of 
the offset producers at the same time, and the flood front would reach the entire vertical 
interval of all four of the producing wells at the same time. However, there never has 
been a reservoir that has exhibited perfect conformance during an oil-recovery flooding 
operation. Improved conformance during an oil-recovery operation will result in 
incremental and/or accelerated oil production and/or will result in reduced oil-production 
operating costs. Properly designed and executed conformance-improvement treatments 
will improve the effectiveness, efficiency, and profitability of an oil-recovery operation, 
regardless of whether the oil-recovery operation is primary production, secondary 
waterflooding, or tertiary flooding (Borling 1994).  
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2.1.1. What is Conformance Control? Conformance control, in its original and 
most limited definition, is synonymous with improving the drive-fluid sweep efficiency 
during an oil-recovery flooding operation (Sydansk and Southwell, 2000). Improving the 
conformance and/or sweep efficiency for any given oil-recovery drive fluid during a 
reservoir flooding operation involves improving flood vertical and areal sweep 
efficiency. Poor sweep efficiency often results from spatial variation and/or heterogeneity 
in the permeability (fluid flow capacity) of the reservoir rock (Lake 1989). Poor vertical 
conformance and poor vertical sweep efficiency in matrix rock (unfractured) reservoirs 
usually result primarily from geological strata of differing permeability overlying one 
another in a reservoir. Conformance treatments to improve poor vertical sweep profiles 
and/or to shut off competing water or gas production, emanating from a subset of 
geological strata, are referred to as profile modification treatments (Sydansk 2011). When 
the sweep efficiency and the degree of conformance are improved during an oil-recovery 
flooding operation, the rate at which the reservoir oil is recovered is increased, and the 
amount of oil-recovery drive fluid, which must be coproduced for a given oil recovery 
factor, is decreased. Reducing the amount of oil-recovery drive fluid (e.g., water) that 
must be coproduced for the attainment of a given oil-recovery factor reduces the 
operating and production costs associated with producing a given amount of oil. 
Conformance control treatments do not normally promote reductions in residual 
oil saturation. Therefore, conformance-improvement operations should be limited to well 
patterns or reservoirs with a substantial and economically viable amount of moveable oil 
that can be recovered as a result of conducting the conformance flood or treatment 
(Seright, 1999; Sydansk, 2000). The majority of conformance control treatments function 
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by reducing the permeability and fluid-flow capacity of the offending and treated 
reservoir high-permeability flow paths, channels, and conduits (Seright, 1994, 1999).  
2.1.2. Excessive Water Production as a Conformance Problem. Excessive 
water production due to conformance problems becomes an issue when it competes 
directly with oil production. This water usually flows to the wellbore through its own 
path, independent of the oil flow pathway. In such cases, a reduction of water production 
can often lead to a greater pressure drawdown and increase oil production rates (Seright 
2003). 
A number of causes for excessive water production are listed here from easy to 
solve to the most difficult to solve (Elphick and Seright, 1997; Bailey 2000): 
o Casing, tubing or packer leaks; 
o Channel flow behind casing; 
o Moving oil-water contact; 
o Watered-out layer without crossflow; 
o Fractures or faults between injector and producer; 
o Fractures or faults from a water layer; 
o Coning or cusping; 
o Poor areal sweep; 
o Gravity-segregated layer; 
o Watered-out layer with crossflow. 
It’s important to identify the specific water-control problem before treating it. The 
first four problems can be classified as near wellbore problems. They are relatively easier 
to solve by applying either mechanical solutions such as setting plugs or chemical 
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solutions like injecting cement or rigid gels. The next two problems (fractures between 
injectors and producers, or fractures from a water layer) require placement of deeper 
penetrating gels into the fractures or faults (Elphick and Seright, 1997). The last four 
problems cannot be directly controlled by using near-wellbore solutions, and require 
completion or production changes as part of the reservoir management strategy. 
2.1.3. Water Control Solutions. Varieties of solutions are offered to control or at 
least reduce the unwanted produced water. Methods for treating hydrocarbon wells to 
reduce water production can be grouped in two categories. If water and hydrocarbon 
zones are clearly separated, a permanent barrier, strategically placed only in the water 
zone can be used. If hydrocarbons and water zones are not easily distinguishable, the use 
of total shutoff plugs is very risky. In this case, placing a more selective barrier or relative 
permeability modifying polymer that slows down or shuts off water but remains 
permeable to oil and gas should be considered (Krilov 1998). Water shutoff has been 
attempted with mechanical isolation, squeeze cementing, solid slurry (clay injection), 
oil/water emulsion and silicate injection (Prada 2000). However, more successful results 
have been reported with in-situ polymerized and crosslinked polymeric gel treatments. So 
the following section will focus on gel treatment as a conformance control method. 
2.2. GEL TREATMENT FOR CONFORMANCE CONTROL 
Gels are a fluid-based system to which some solid-like structural properties have 
been imparted. In other words, gels are a fluid-based system within which the base fluid 
has acquired at least some 3D solid-like structural properties. These structural properties 
are often elastic in nature ((Brannon-Peppasand, 1990; Buchholz and Graham, 1998). An 
older definition of gel is "a jelly-like substance formed by the coagulation of a colloidal 
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solution into a semisolid phase." In modern oilfield and technical literature, the term gel 
includes the elastic and semisolid material that results from chemically crosslinking 
together water-soluble polymers in an aqueous solution (Sydansk 2011). Gels are often 
formulated with relatively inexpensive commodity polymers.  
Gels have found broad application as oilfield fluid-flow blocking agents because 
gels are often an exceptionally cost-effective plugging and/or permeability-reducing 
agent for use in conformance control applications. Oilfield gel conformance treatments 
can be applied in a number of forms including sweep improvement treatments, water 
shutoff treatments, gas shutoff treatments, zone abandonment treatments, squeeze and 
recompletion treatments, and water and gas coning treatments involving fractures and 
other linear-flow high-permeability reservoir anomalies. Gels are particularly effective 
for treating oil-production coning problems when the coning is occurring via linear flow 
in vertical fractures (Sydansk and Southwell, 2000; Seright 2001). When there is a good 
match between a given conformance problem and a particular gel technology, relatively 
large volumes of incremental oil production and/or substantial reductions in oil-
production operating costs, by means of the shutting off of excessive, deleterious, and 
competing coproduction of water or gas, can be achieved profitably. Gel treatments are 
an emerging oilfield technology that can help extend the life of maturing oil reservoirs 
that are approaching their economic limit. 
The main objective of a gel treatment is to reduce water or gas flow through 
highly permeable channels or fractures without damaging productive zones. Two kinds of 
gels are applied to control conformance: in-situ-crosslinking gels and PPGs. 
Traditionally, in-situ gels have been used widely to control conformance. A mixture of a 
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polymer and a crosslinker (called pregel or gelant) is injected into a target formation 
where the two react at reservoir temperature to form a gel that fully or partially seals the 
formation. PPGs have been developed and applied recently to control conformance. 
These are able to overcome some potential drawbacks inherent in an in-situ-gelation 
system when a treatment cannot be designed properly because of incomplete or improper 
understanding of a formation. 
2.2.1. In-situ Gels.  In-situ gel treatment is one of the  most popular  conformance 
control methods used in oil industry. In-situ gels were reported in oil industry studies as 
early as late 1950s. It’s until the 1970s that Phillips Co. (now ConocoPhillips) applied the 
first in-situ polymer gels using partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamides (HPAM) and 
aluminum citrate for conformance control (Needham 1974). Since then, research into in-
situ gel systems has received considerable attention. These gel systems usually start with 
two main components: high molecular weight polymer and crosslinkers. The crosslinking 
agent starts attaching itself to two polymer molecules chemically linking them together 
with some internal or external triggers. The result is a three-dimensional tangle of 
interconnected polymer molecules that ceases behaving like a fluid and can eventually 
constitute a rigid, immobile gel (Borling 1994). Figure 2.1 shows the typical gelation 
process for in-situ gel systems. Additives are used to adjust gelation time, control gel 
strength and thermo-stability. The mixture of polymer and crosslinker called gelant is 
injected at a high water cut production well into a target formation and reacts in the 
formation (mainly via temperature effect) to form gel and thus fully or partially seal the 
formation where gel is placed. Therefore the gelation process occurs in reservoir 
conditions. Typical in-situ gels included bulk gel (BG) and colloid dispersion gel (CDG). 
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Since the 1970s, there have been innumerable in-situ gel systems developed for 
conformance control (Sydansk 2011). The most popular gel product is made with a type 
of synthetic polymer called polyacrylamide (PAM). PAM is readily available with 
relatively low costs and can provide molecular weighs in the millions. Depending on the 




Figure 2.1. Gel formation as crosslinking molecules (in red) connect polymer 
molecules (in purple). (Borling 1994). 
 
Metallic crosslinked PAM systems use metallic crosslinkers that bond ionically to 
the polymer. Polyacrylamide itself is electrically neutral and comprises a carbon-carbon 
backbone with attached amide groups. When exposed to alkaline solution or elevated 
temperature, some of the amide groups can convert to carboxylate groups which lead to 
negative charge. The proportion of amide groups that convert to carboxylate is called the 
degree of hydrolysis and its value normally varies between 0 and 60%. With this kind of 
partially hydrolyzed form and its negatively charged carboxylate groups, hydrolyzed 
polyacrylamide (HPAM) becomes susceptible to ionic cross-linking. Some of the popular 
multivalent metal crosslinkers include aluminum (Al3+) and chromium (Cr3+). These 
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multivalent ions can be packaged in the form of simple inorganic ions or within soluble 
chemical complexes in a solution. Some small inorganic or organic groups called ligands 
are usually associated with the trivalent ions in the soluble chemical complexes. A 
reaction occurs between the carboxyl groups and the metal ions when the metal ions are 
added into the HPAM solution. The initial reaction, known as the uptake reaction, can 
take place at several sites on a single polymer molecule. The reaction rate and extent 
depend on the ligands within the crosslinker structure. Crosslinking reactions will be 
initiated if the metal ion-carboxyl complexes (pre-gel aggregates) further associate with 
other carboxyl groups on the same polymer chain (Al-Assi et al. 2006; Bjorsvik et al. 
2008). If the concentration of the pre-gel aggregates is higher than the critical overlap 
concentration, a three-dimensional porous gel network can be built up. In general, 
crosslinking rates for this type of metallic crosslinked gel systems are controlled by 
varying the crosslinker concentration, pH solution, and polymer hydrolysis level 
(Sydansk 1988; Stavland and Jonsbraten 1996).  
Another type of PAM system is organically crosslinked gel which utilizes organic 
molecules to bond covalently. This type of gel system is usually designed in harsh 
environments such as those with high temperature, high salinity, and high PH value 
(Chang et al. 1985, 1987; Bryant et al. 1998; Hutchins et al. 1996; Seright and Martin 
1991; Zhuang et al. 2000; Raje et al. 1996, 1999). Since the organically crosslinked PAM 
relies on the polymer for crosslinking rather than on the chemistry of the crosslinker, this 
system usually has longer gelation time for further gel propagation compared to the 
metallic based PAM systems under the same conditions (Morgan et al. 1997; Hardy et al. 
1999; Alqam et al. 2001; Vasquez et al. 2005). 
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However, the in-situ gels with either metallic or organic crosslinkers have some 
inherent drawbacks, such as lack of gelation-time control, gelling uncertainty because of 
shear degradation, chromatographic fractionation, change of gelant compositions, or 
dilution by formation water (Chauveteau et al. 1999, 2001, 2003; Coste et al. 2000; Bai et 
al. 2007a, 2007b). A new trend in oil field is to apply preformed particle gel (PPG) 
systems to overcome these drawbacks. 
2.2.2. Preformed  Particle Gels.  This gel  usually consists of  dried,  crosslinked 
polyacrylamide powders (Bai et al. 2013). When it makes contact with water, it can swell 
from several to a few hundred times compared to its original size. Thus all PPG products 
belong to the family of superabsorbent polymers (SAP). Union Carbide first introduced 
superabsorbent polymers in the 1960s (Quinn 2009). In the 1970s, a superabsorbent 
starch for use as a soil conditioner to improve porosity and soil retention was developed 
and widely used (Weaver et al. 1975). Research and development on SAPs started to 
become active since then (Bordado and Gomes 2007; Quinn 2009). The super-swelling 
characteristics of SAPs make them ideal for use in water-absorbing applications such as 
disposable diapers, feminine napkins, agriculture, cosmetic, and absorbent pads (Kudel 
1985). However, the traditional SAPs in the markets do not meet the requirements for 
conformance control due to their fast swelling time, low strength and instability at high 
temperature. SAPs used for conformance control have some unique requirements, such as 
delayed swelling, immense swelling capacity, outstanding tolerance to extreme reservoir 
conditions, and long-term thermostability in high temperature environment (Zhou 2011; 
Bai et al. 2013). 
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Preformed gel is formed at a surface facility before injection and is then injected 
into a reservoir, and, thus, no gelation occurs in the reservoir. These gels usually have 
only one component during injection and little sensitivity to physiochemical conditions in 
a reservoir, such as pH, salinity, multivalent ions, hydrogen sulfide, temperature, and 
shear rates (Bai et al. 2007a, 2007b). Current commercially available particle gels come 
in various sizes, including micrometer- to millimeter-sized PPGs (Coste et al. 2000; Bai 
et al. 2007a, 2007b), microgels (Chauveteau et al. 1999, 2001, 2003; Rousseau et al. 
2005; Zaitoun et al. 2007), pH-sensitive crosslinked polymers (Al-Anazi and Sharma 
2002; Huh 2005), and Bright Water® which is a swelling submicrometer-sized polymers 
(Pritchett et al. 2003; Frampton et al. 2004). Their major differences lie in the particle 
size, swelling time, and swelling ratio. Published documents show that PPG, microgels, 
and submicrometer-sized polymers have been applied economically to reduce water 
production and improve oil recovery in mature oil fields. Microgels were applied to 
approximately 10 gas storage wells to reduce water production (Zaitoun et al. 2007). 
Submicron-sized particles were applied to more than 10 wells for BP and Chevron 
(Cheung 2007). Millimeter-sized PPGs have been applied in more than 2,000 wells in 
waterfloods and polymer floods in China to reduce the permeability of fractures or that of 
fluid channels with superhigh permeability (Liu et al. 2010). Recently, Occidental Oil 
Company (Pyziak and Smith 2007) and Kinder-Morgan (Larkin and Creel 2008) have 
used a similar product to control breakthrough of carbon dioxide for their carbon dioxide 
flooding areas with promising results. 
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2.2.2.1 Micrometer-  to  millimeter-sized PPGs.   Since  1997,  mm-sized  PPG 
treatments have been applied in mature oilfields for PetroChina (Bai et al. 2004, 2007a, 
2007b; Coste et al. 2000). These PPGs were prepared by a solution polymerization 
method followed by crushing and sieving the gel to the desired particle size. Acrylamide 
was used as the monomer while methylenebisacrylamide was used as the crosslinker to 
synthesize the particle gels. This type of particle gels is size- and strength- adjustable, and 
they usually have strong salt resistance and good thermal stability. Bai et al. (2007a) 
presented the results of a systematic study of the effect of PPG composition (polymer, 
crosslinker, initiator, and additive concentrations) on the resulting PPG strength and 
swelling capacity. Liu et al. (2006) indicated that PPG injection concentrations are 
usually between 1000 and 5000 ppm. 
Through micro-model studies, Coste et al. (2000) identified three mechanisms of 
PPG particle flow through pore restrictions: particle deformation, particle shrinking 
through water expulsion, and particle breaking. Coste et al. (2000) also witnessed that 
PPG particles can reduce residual oil as they can displace all or part of oil trapped in pore 
space, depending on their size. Such improved microscopic displacement efficiency can 
serve as an additional incentive for the use of PPGs for conformance control. Similarly, 
Bai et al. (2007b) described six different PPG microscopic propagation patterns and three 
different PPG macroscopic propagation patterns (pass, broken and pass, and plug). The 
dominant pattern depends on PPG size relative to pore throat size, PPG strength, as well 
as differential pressure. Wu and Bai (2008) present a mathematical model of PPG 
propagation through porous media. 
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There are many successful PPG treatments reported for conformance control in 
the field. The field results from more than 2,000 wells in China were very promising that 
mm-sized PPGs can plug highly permeable channels resulting from long-term water and 
polymer flooding (Liu et al. 2006). Similar PPGs were also successfully employed by 
Halliburton, Kinder-Morgan, and Occidental to control CO2 breakthrough. Some of these 
examples include Anton Irish field in West Texas (Smith et al. 2006; Pyziak and Smith 
2007) and the Kelly-Snyder field in Texas (Larkin and Creel 2008). In summary, this 
type of PPG is mainly targeted to reservoirs with fractures or fracture-like channels due 
to the relatively large gel particle size. This study was mainly focusing on this type of 
PPG and its rheology behavior in fractures. 
2.2.2.2 Microgel. Chauveteau et al. (2001, 2003) developed a microgel system for 
conformance control purpose. These microgels are colloidal particles of acrylamide based 
crosslinked with zirconium. Cozic et al. (2008) define these microgels as micrometer-
scale, fully water soluble, stable, and non-toxic polymer colloidal particles. They are 
polymer species with internal crosslinks, making them generally larger, more rigid and 
more stable than polymer alone. These microgels were developed with the objective of 
increasing levels of polymer adsorption and resulting high residual resistance factor 
(RRF) values. They evolved from polymer/bulk gels as a more effective/economical 
means of in-depth profile control. Cozic et al. (2009) explain that microgels can invade 
the low permeability zones significantly less due to the low viscosity of their solutions 
and steric effects when they are injected into multilayered reservoirs. Zaitoun et al. 
(2007) attribute such preferential high permeability penetration to relatively large 
microgel size. Regardless, polymer microgels primarily penetrate high permeability 
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streaks and adsorb within them, enabling in-depth conformance control through the 
controlled permeability reduction of these thief zones. 
Chauveteau et al. (2001, 2003) indicated two possible plugging mechanisms by 
using these microgels. The first possibility was microgels formed in in-situ gels grew and 
bridged the pore throat during their movement through the porous medium. The second 
possibility was the continuous growth of these microgels formed a thick gelled surface 
layer at the pore throat. This layer grew by new crosslinking between free flowing 
macromolecules and those directly adsorbed or previously fixed. These mechanisms may 
act separately or together. Rousseau et al. (2005) studied the rheology behavior of PAM-
based systems under near-wellbore conditions and found polymers with a high degree of 
sulfonation are readily adsorbed onto the pore surface. With the first plugging possibility, 
the newly injected crosslinker molecules were confirmed to be able to effectively 
penetrate inside the adsorbed polymer layer and form a highly crosslinked gel system. 
Chauveteau et al (2001, 2003) suggested the use of microgels rather than injecting in-situ 
gels for conformance control applications based on their preliminary lab results. A shear 
crosslinking process was utilized in the formation of the microgels to meet different 
requirements for specific applications. A typical microgel size is about 3 µm and typical 
gel concentration is 3,000 ppm. These microgels can penetrate into a relatively low 
permeability zone to plug pore throats since there was not any sign of plugging observed 
during their movement through a six Darcy core (Zaitoun et al. 2007). This microgel 
system has been successfully applied for water coning abatement in more than ten gas 
storage reservoirs (Zaitoun et al. 2007). However, additional handing and transportation 
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are required to deliver the microgel treatment on site in the form of inverse emulsion with 
an active material concentration of 30%. 
2.2.2.3 pH-sensitive  polymer  gels.  The pH-sensitive polymer gel was first used 
by Al-Anazi and Sharma (2002). They noted that polyelectrolytes, such as polyacrylic 
acid, are very pH sensitive, capable of retaining significant volumes of water and 
swelling by several orders of magnitude (up to 1000 times original volume) as a result of 
pH change. This, in turn, leads to a significant increase in viscosity. Such observations 
led to experimentally evaluate pH-sensitive polymers for conformance control. Huh et al. 
(2005) took this a step further by proposing similar use of such pH-sensitive polymers but 
in the form of small and elastic globules instead. One important advantage of the use of 
polyelectrolytes, like polyacrylic acid, for conformance control is their low cost, resulting 
from their plentiful supply for other applications. Another key advantage is that the 
swelling of pH-sensitive polymer gels can be fully reversed by an acid wash. This is a 
significant advantage over Bright Water®, whose swelling cannot be reversed. These 
polymer gels are also environmentally benign, which is a consideration of great 
importance. A disadvantage is the added cost of an acid pre-flush. Throughout the 
literature, pH-sensitive polymer microgels have also been referred to as pH-triggered 
polymer gels, pH-sensitive polyelectrolytes, polyacrylic acid hydrogels, and pH-sensitive 
crosslinked polymers (Al-Anazi and Sharma 2002; Huh et al. 2005; Benson et al. 2007). 
Al-Anazi and Sharma (2002) explain the chemistry involved in the swelling of a 
pH-sensitive polymer gel. It ultimately comes down to the interactions between the ions 
formed when polyelectrolytes, such as polyacrylic acid, dissociate in solution. When the 
carboxylic groups (-COOH) in polyacrylic acid are ionized, the resulting negatively 
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charged groups (-COO-) repel each other. This repulsion results in the 
stretching/uncoiling of the polyacrylic acid polymers, which in turn causes a drastic 
increase in polyacrylic acid solution viscosity. In low pH conditions, ionized carboxylic 
groups can be neutralized by protons (H+). Thus polyacrylic acid exists in its coiled low 
viscosity state. As pH rises, more ionized carboxylic groups will exist and polyacrylic 
acid will tend to its uncoiled more viscous state. Polyacrylic acid solutions have 
characteristic/critical gelling pH values, at which the solution reaches its maximum 
viscosity. This is an important aspect of the use of this pH-sensitive polymer gel for 
conformance control purposes (Al-Anazi and Sharma 2002). 
In order to utilize a pH-sensitive polymer gel such as polyacrylic acid, an acid 
preflush is usually required so as to bring reservoir pH values down as much as possible. 
Since the polymer exists in its low viscosity state in acidic conditions, the acidic 
preconditioning enables the subsequent polymer injection to be fairly easy and also 
allows for the ease of polymer propagation through the porous media. Injected acid and 
polymer concentrations and rate of injection should be catered to each reservoir’s unique 
rock mineralogy, permeability, and salinity (Choi et al. 2006, 2009; Choi 2008). The 
polymer injection period is followed by a shut-in period, so that the pH can increase as a 
result of geochemical reactions between the injected acid and carbonate/mineral 
components (e.g. muscovite, microcline) in the rock. When the pH is above the 
gelling/critical pH, the polymer will gel together. Ideally, the location of this 
gelation/viscosification will be controlled so as to achieve the desired permeability 
modification and optimal sweep improvement. Note that the viscosity change is easily 
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and inexpensively reversible by use of an acid wash (Al-Anazi and Sharma 2002; Huh et 
al. 2005). 
Polyacrylic acid gelation depends on pH, polymer concentration, and ionic 
strength (Al-Anazi and Sharma 2002). Al-Anazi and Sharma (2002) offered a systematic 
study of the effect of these variables, and temperature, on the pH-sensitive polymer’s 
rheological properties. Their experiments showed that the pH-sensitive polymer, 
polyacrylic acid, can easily propagate deep into porous media after an acid pre-flush and 
then gel, yielding substantial and stable permeability reductions. They concluded that the 
pH-sensitive polymer studied was an excellent candidate for conformance control. Huh et 
al. (2005) used a combination of Brannon-Peppas and Peppas’s ionic hydrogel swelling 
theory, the Mark-Houwink equation, the Martin equation, and the Carreau equation to 
develop a rheology correlation that can accurately predict apparent viscosity of a pH-
sensitive polymer as a function of pH, salinity, polymer concentration, and apparent shear 
rate. This is very important as it can provide guidance for the design of pH-sensitive 
polymer floods for optimal incremental oil recovery and decreased water production. 
However, the developed rheological model needs to be coupled with a geochemical 
model that models the pH increase resulting from the reaction between the injected acid 
and carbonate/mineral components in the rock. Choi et al. (2006)’s experiments and 
matching attempts provided additional insight on geochemical characterization as well as 
the transport of pH-sensitive polymer gels through porous media. Benson et al. (2007) 
coupled the developed understanding on pH-sensitive polymer gel rheology, 
geochemistry, and transport behavior through porous media in the development and 
implementation of pH-sensitive polymer simulation capabilities. They also proceeded to 
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use the developed model to simulate the treatments, and found that pH-sensitive polymer 
gel slug treatments demonstrated positive vertical conformance improvement capabilities. 
Lalehrokh et al. (2008) investigated the concept of using pH-sensitive polymer 
gels to improve sweep in fractured rock by plugging fractures. Their experimental 
investigations made use of artificially fractured outcrop cores, of both sandstone and 
carbonate types. It was found that treated cores yielded significantly lower permeabilities. 
When the treated core permeability was lower than the matrix permeability, the matrix 
was invaded as well as the fracture. An important observation was that the shut-in time 
significantly affected residual resistance factor (permeability reduction). This is because 
the gel residence time through the artificial fracture was too small to significantly 
increase pH without the aid of a shut-in period. They also concluded the pH-sensitive 
polymer gels could propagate much deeper into a fractured sandstone reservoir (on the 
order of 1000 ft) than into fractured carbonate reservoirs (on the order of 40-50 ft) before 
gelation. This is because pH increases much faster in carbonates due to the large quantity 
of carbonate compounds. Lalehrokh and Bryant (2009) further investigated the potential 
use of pH-sensitive polymer gels in fractured formations. They studied the effects of 
polymer concentration, salinity, salt types, and aging on permeability reduction. Their 
results also suggested that pH-sensitive polymer gels are good conformance control 
candidates for different types of fractured formations. Although no field implementations 
have been reported to date, the literature discussed above provides an introduction for 
those looking to optimally utilize this technology to increase hydrocarbon recovery 
efficiency and decrease water production.  
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2.2.2.4 Bright Water®. Temperature-sensitive microgels are novel deep diverting 
gels devised as a result of a research project known as Bright Water®. This project was 
carried out a decade ago by an industry consortium between BP, Chevron, Texaco and 
Nalco. The purpose of the research project was to improve waterflooding sweep 
efficiency through the development and use of a time-delayed, highly expandable 
material. Pritchett et al. (2003) highlighted an essential feature of Bright Water® as 
having only one injected component. Thus no separation could occur in the treatments. 
The aim of this technology was to isolate and plug thief zones deep within reservoirs, a 
goal that cannot be achieved using mechanical plugs, bulk gels, or cement. These sub-
micron gel particles (often referred to as “kernels”) are injected into the reservoir with 
cool injection water relative to the reservoir temperature itself. The microgel kernels in 
the cool waterflood travel primarily to thief zones due to their higher permeabilities, 
slowly picking up heat from the surrounding warmer reservoir rock. At a certain pre-
determined critical temperature (a key design parameter), the kernels “pop” like popcorn 
in the sense that they expand irreversibly. This results in their viscosification and the 
plugging of the thief zones (through interactions with pore throats/other microparticles), 
and thus increased residual resistance factor. This, in turn, results in the diversion of 
subsequent injected water to other relatively unswept portions of the reservoir (Pritchett 
et al. 2003; Frampton et al. 2004; Morgan 2007; Yanez et al. 2007; Garmeh et al. 2011). 
The concept of using a deep diverting gel that takes advantage of the thermal 
gradient brought about by the injection of cold water into a relatively warm reservoir 
dates to as long as two decades ago (Fletcher et al. 1992). Bright Water® is a chemical 
suspension of polymer microparticles with a submicron dimension, when unexpanded, 
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ranging from 0.1 to 1 micron. The microgels are unique in that their formation is 
controlled by two types of crosslinking agents, labile and non-labile (stable) crosslinkers. 
Chang et al. (2004) specified that the microparticle content should ideally contain 
between 20,000 to 60,000 ppm labile crosslinker (preferably polyethyleneglycol 
diacrylate) and between 0 to 100 ppm non-labile (stable) crosslinker (preferably 
methylene bisacrylamide). They also suggested that the Bright Water® microgels should 
be prepared using an inverse emulsion process to ensure a narrow particle size range. 
Bright Water®’s small particle size and low viscosity render it easy to inject (minimal 
flow resistance) and capable of achieving great depths within a reservoir before 
expanding. As soon as the cool injected aqueous Bright Water® suspension warms to a 
certain pre-determined temperature in the reservoir, the microgels are triggered and the 
liable crosslinkers begin breaking down which induces microgel swelling through the 
absorption of water. The swelling leads to the plugging of thief zone pore throats and the 
diversion of trailing injected fluid. The expanded particle size (and rate of de-
crosslinking/swelling) should be designed specific to the target porous media, and can be 
controlled through the proper selection of polymer as well as the types and degree of 
labile and non-labile (stable) crosslinkers. The use of Bright Water® ideally requires the 
knowledge of high permeability thief zone pore size, formation temperature, and 
microparticle propagation rate to appropriately design the microparticles (unexpanded 
size, time to expansion, rate of expansion, expanded size) and to situate the microgel plug 
at an optimal position deep within the reservoir thief zone (Chang et al. 2002). 
The first reported trials of Bright Water® took place in the Minas field in 
Indonesia (Pritchett et al. 2003; Frampton et al. 2004). Pritchett et al. (2003) conducted 
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one of these field trials as well as a series of laboratory tests (bottle tests, injectivity tests, 
propagation tests, and popping tests). This Indonesian field trial showed that Bright 
Water® can be injected without trouble, and that the microparticles can propagate through 
rock pore space to significant depths (gelation appeared to occur 125 ft from the 
wellbore). However, oil production response was uncertain. 
Bright Water®’s first commercial field implementations followed and were 
located in BP’s Milne Point field in Alaska and in BP’s Prudhoe Bay field, also in Alaska 
(Ohms et al. 2009). In the Milne Point field in Alaska, Ohms et al. (2009) reported 
encouraging results for a Bright Water® trial on an isolated compartment containing three 
wells (1 injector and 2 producers). Over 60,000 barrels of incremental oil were recovered 
over 4 years, at a cost of under $5/incremental barrel of oil, demonstrating Bright 
Water®’s commercial potential. Subsequent successful Bright Water® field 
implementations were reported in the San Jorge Basin in Argentina (Yanez et al. 2007; 
Mustoni et al. 2010). Mustoni et al. (2010) reported over 60,000 incremental barrels of oil 
over six Bright Water® pilot treatments, and significant water reduction. Since its first 
trial in Indonesia, more than 60 treatments have been carried out in different countries 
(Garmeh et al. 2011). However, more research is needed to improve the gel placement 
efficiency and reduce the preparation costs associated with the inverse emulsion 
polymerization process. 
 
2.3. GEL TRANSPORT THROUGH FRACTURES 
Gel treatments depend heavily on the ability of the gels to extrude through 
fractures and channels (Seright, 1994, 1999). Optimization of gel treatment design 
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requires knowledge of the behavior of these gels when they extrude through the fractures 
or channels. Previous studies have been focused on gel transportation through fractures 
and channels using in-situ bulk gel systems. 
Seright (1994, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2004) has extensively investigated the extrusion 
of bulk gels through fractures and tubes since 1992. He studied the effect of fracture 
conductivity, tube diameter and gel injection rate on this extrusion behavior and 
developed a series of theories and methods to characterize the propagation of bulk gels in 
fractured systems. He found much of the gels must be flowing and extruding through the 
fractures in a mature gel state because the injection times of such gel treatments often 
exceed the injected gel’s gelation onset time (often by a factor of 10 or more). 
Seright (2001) studied the effect of the superficial velocity of the gel on the gel 
resistance factors and pressure gradient. It’s found the resultant pressure gradients within 
the fractures were insensitive to flow rate when extruding these gels through fractures at 
high velocities. The gels exhibited shear-thinning rheological behavior while extruding 
through fractures. And the bulk gels tested in his experiments had a minimum pressure 
gradient that was required to mobilize the flow of the gel. This minimum pressure 
gradient for gel flow is proportional, over a broad range of fracture widths and 
differential pressures, to the inverse of the square of the fracture width. The implications 
of this observation are extremely significant. One implication is that these polymer gels 
will tend to be selectively placed in the widest and most offending fractures when treating 
fracture conformance problems in naturally fractured reservoirs. A second implication is 
that fracture-problem gel water-shutoff treatments, which are applied to a naturally 
fractured reservoir, should be designed so that the drawdown pressure of normal 
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production operations does not exceed minimum pressure gradient for gel flow. If the 
drawdown pressure exceeds the minimum pressure gradient for gel flow, any gel 
experiencing drawdown exceeding the minimum pressure gradient for gel flow will be 
mobilized and back produced. Of note, the pressure gradient in the intermediate- and far-
wellbore region of most naturally fractured reservoirs during oil-recovery operations is 
quite small (often less than 5 psi/ft). For a widely applied fracture-problem CC/AP gel 
formula under the studied experimental conditions, the pressure gradient required to 
extrude the gel from the studied fractures is described by the following mathematical 
equation: 
/ = 0.02/	
     (1) 
where / is the pressure gradient in psi/ft, and 	
 is the fracture width in inch. Figure 
2.2 shows pressure gradients required to extrude bulk gels through open fractures in 
fracture widths ranging from 0.008 to 0.4 in. (0.2 to 10 mm). 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Pressure gradients required to extrude a gel in open fractures (Seright 2001). 
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Seright (1999) also studied the dehydration of in-situ gels during extrusion 
through fractures. Aqueous polymer gels, being sponge like, can undergo dehydration 
while being propagated through fractures. Gel dehydration can occur any time the in-situ 
gel experiences a differential pressure between the gel in the fracture and the adjacent 
permeable matrix reservoir rock. The rate of dehydration is not necessarily directly 
proportional to the differential pressure. This gel dehydration is loss of water from the gel 
and not leakoff of the gel itself. Gel dehydration decreased the rate at which the gel 
propagates through a given fracture and strengthened the gel that resides within the 
fracture. For the tested CC/AP gel formula in Seright’s experiments, the gel dehydration 
rate can be determined, as Figure 2.3 shows, by the empirical equation: 
 = 0.05.     (2) 
where  is the gel dehydration rate in ft/D,  is time in days. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Gel-hydration leakoff rate at different velocities (Seright 1999). 
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During the laboratory flooding-experiment study of Figure 2.3, the facture width 
was 0.04 in. (1 mm), fracture lengths varied from 0.5 to 4 ft, fracture heights varied from 
1.5 to 12 in., and injection fluxes in the fracture varied from 130 to 33,000 ft/D. Seright 
(1999) concluded that the dehydration of the polymer gels is the reason why if the 
objective is to inject the fracture-problem gel as deeply into a reservoir as possible, the 
gel should be injected as rapidly as feasible (without exceeding formation fracturing 
pressure). Conversely, to maximize the strength of the emplaced gel, the gel should be 
injected as slowly as feasible especially in wide fractures. 
The researchers at the University of Kansas have also conducted extensive studies 
to understand the propagation of bulk gels through fractures, tubing, and high-
permeability sandpack and to determine how water injected into a gel can rupture that 
gel, forming a flow path to conduct water (Al-Assi et al., 2009; McCool et al., 2009; 
Ganguly et al., 2001). McCool et al (2009) also tried to extend Seright’s work about gel 
transport in fractures. A 1,031-ft-long tubing was used to simulate the fracture and in-situ 
gels were injected. The main objective of the work was to investigate the shearing effects 
on the behavior of gels. Preformed gels were found to experience great flow resistance at 
the entrance where the gel was partially damaged. In contrary, in-situ gels flow resistance 
increased with time and produced more structured gel than preformed gels. Additionally, 
shearing induces syneresis even if the shearing took place after the gel was formed 
without undergoing syneresis. 
Wilton and Asghari (2007) conducted experimental studies to investigate two new 
mechanisms for improved gel placement: Cr (III) Acetate preflush and overload. In order 
to achieve the condition of gel stability without leakoff, Chromium diffusion into the 
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matrix must be minimized. In the first set of experiments, Berea sandstone slabs were cut 
and were flooded with Chromium (III) Acetate solution. In the second set of experiments, 
gelant with higher concentration of Cr (III) Acetate was injected into the fractured system 
to check whether the diffused portion of Cr (III) Acetate will affect the gel strength or 
not. Both of the proposed techniques showed great results in opposing the effect of leak-
off. It was recommended that at least a pre-flush distance of 1 cm is required for gel 
performance enhancement. For gel overload, as the Chromium concentration increased, 
the pressure resistance increased. Also, the residual resistance factor increased (a measure 
of gel strength and effectiveness) as the Chromium aged. However, the behavior of gel 
resistance increase was less noticeable at low flow rates. In comparison, the pre-flush 
approach showed more consistent pressure response and permeability reduction due to 
the fact this technique allows better gel/rock contact. In the overload approach, the gel 
near the fracture face has lower Chromium concentration compared to the rest of the gel. 
Therefore, the gel is expected to be slightly weaker at the rock-gel interface. 
Experimental results have also been reported on deformable particle gel 
transportation through porous media. Bai et al. (2007a, 2007b) studied swollen particle 
gel transportation through porous media using sandpack and micromodels. Six transport 
patterns in PPG propagation were identified: direct pass, adsorption, deform and pass, 
snap-off and pass, shrink and pass, and trap. Challa (2010) used a screen model to study 
the flow behavior of PPG through different screen sizes. The gel particles were 
permanently deformed after passing through the screens in his experiments. Rousseau et 
al. (2005) investigated microgel movement through sandpacked porous media and core 
samples to evaluate the in-depth propagation and the adsorption of the microgels. 
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Framption et al. (2004) studied the injectivity of Bright Water® into sandpacks and core 
samples with different permeability ranges. They conducted all core flooding tests related 
to particle gels in the porous media without open fractures. 
Theoretical studies have demonstrated that, unless special efforts are made during 
gel placement (e.g., zone isolation), gel treatments are most likely to be successful when 
treating fractures or fracture-like features that cause channeling in reservoirs (Seright, 
1988; Liang and Seright, 1993). Field applications also demonstrate many cases in which 
gels have effectively mitigated channeling through fractures, fracture-like features, and 
voids in waterfloods (Sydansk, 2007; O’Brien, 1999) and gas floods (Woods et al., 1986; 
Hild et al., 1999; Friedmann et al., 1999). However, no lab results have been reported on 
the transportation behavior of particle gel through fractures and their effect on water 
flow. So it is important and necessary to investigate PPG propagation during extrusion 
through open fractures and to determine which factors significantly impact particle gel 
injectivity. 
 
2.4. GEL RHEOLOGY BEHAVIOR EVALUATION IN POROUS MEDIA 
While the majority of previous studies on polymer gels focused on the absorbency 
and swelling rate (Kabiri and Zohuriaan-Mehr, 2003) or their rheology properties in bulk 
measured by rheometer and viscometer, few studies considered the rheology behavior of 
the fully swollen particle gels through porous media. The rheology properties of swollen 
gel particles are commonly assessed qualitatively based on visual and tactile evaluation 
(Riccardo, 1994). Ramazani-Harandi (2006) pointed out that the strength of the gel 
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particles can be determined by pressing the particles between the fingers. However, only 
an experienced person can discern the difference between samples. 
Several methods have been proposed to evaluate the rheology behavior of bulk 
gel quantitatively. For instance, Gardner (1983) used rheometers to study the rheology of 
relatively weak gels and polymers. Meister (1985) designed a simple gel strength tester 
with a 30-mesh screen to quantitatively compare strong bulk gels. He measured the gel 
strength with gelation time and also studied the effects of salinity and polymer 
concentration on bulk gel strength. Smith (1989) developed a similar screen model to 
quantify the gel strength of weak bulk gels using screen packs of 100-mesh size. He 
found the tested gels tend to squeeze though the screen pack at low test pressures that 
allow the molecules to expand and plug the pore spaces. As the pressure increased, the 
gel flow transformed to flow range, at which the molecules tended to stretch out and flow 
through the screens. All bulk gel samples he studied had a unique pressure at which they 
undergo the transition from squeeze to flow range. So this transition pressure was used to 
compare the strength of various gels. Sydansk (1988) applied a semi-quantitative method 
to measure the bulk gel strength, called the bottle test method. A group of letter codes 
from A to J were assigned to different levels of gel strength ranging from highly flowing 
gels to rigid rubbery gels. However, the assigned strength codes were based on visual 
observations and it’s challenging to accurately classify the gel strength. Awang et al. 
(2003) attempted to correlate the gel strength codes developed by Sydansk (1988) with 
the permeability reduction in the sandpacks. They found inconsistent results in the 
permeability reduction during their core flooding experiments by applying Sydansk’s 
bottle testing method. Riccardo (1994) proposed measuring gel strength based on the 
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maximum diameter of a steel ball to settle through the gel. The size and weight of the 
steel ball required to settle to the bottom of the gel are directly linked to the gel strength. 
Kakadjian et al. (1999) developed a dynamic rheological characterization method to 
quantitatively evaluate the rheology properties of a polymeric gel system using 
rheometers. This method incorporated the study of the elastic modulus (G’) along with 
the viscous modulus (G”) of the gel samples. However, few rheological studies have been 
performed on aged in-situ and preformed gels, which are important to understand their 
applications in porous media. Liu and Seright (2000) studied the difference in gel 
behavior in rheometers in comparison with gel behavior during gel extrusion through 
fractures. The rheology measurement is simple and requires less experimentation 
compared to gel extrusion study using fractures or sandpack models. However, 
considerable work is still required to establish appropriate correlations between gel 
behavior in fractures and in a viscometer (Liu and Seright 2001). 
All of the efforts and methods for gel rheology behavior evaluation described 
above were focused on in-situ gel systems. However, the preformed gel particles that are 
applied for conformance control usually range in size from a few hundred micrometers to 
a few millimeters and are irregular in shape; therefore, traditional methods to measure 
rheology properties of a material are not suitable for the swollen gel particles (Ramazani-
Harandi 2006). Moreover, dispersed gel rheology behavior in porous media is complex 
and usually different compared to the rheology properties measured in bulk. Thus a 
comprehensive method is needed to quantitatively evaluate the rheology behavior of 




2.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Gel treatments have been proven to improve conformance and reduce water or gas 
channeling in reservoirs. Two kinds of gels are applied to control conformance: in-situ-
crosslinking gels and PPGs. Traditionally, in-situ gels have been used widely to control 
conformance. A mixture of a polymer and a crosslinker is injected into a target formation 
where the two react at reservoir temperature to form a gel that fully or partially seals the 
formation. PPGs have been developed and applied recently to control conformance. 
These are able to overcome some potential drawbacks inherent in an in-situ-gelation 
system when a treatment cannot be designed properly because of incomplete or improper 
understanding of a formation. Gel treatments are most likely to be successful when 
applied to fractures or fracture-like features that cause channeling in reservoirs and field 
applications demonstrate many cases in which gels have effectively mitigated channeling 
through fractures, fracture-like features, and voids in waterfloods and and gasfloods. So 
proper gel treatment design requires knowledge of the behavior of these gels when they 
extrude through fractures or channels. However, most of the previous studies focused on 
the extrusion of in-situ bulk gels through fractures and no laboratory results have been 
reported on either the transportation or the rheology behavior of particle gels through 
fractures. Therefore, various fracture models and mathematical models were developed to 
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I. Preformed-Particle-Gel Transport Through Open Fractures and Its 
Effect on Water Flow 
Hao Zhang, SPE, and Baojun Bai, SPE 
Missouri University of Science and Technology 
(Published as an article in SPE Journal) 
Abstract 
This work constructed transparent fracture models to visually track swollen 
preformed-particle-gel (PPG) propagation through open fractures and water flow through 
PPG placed in the fractures. During injection, PPG propagated like a piston along a 
fracture and a gel pack was formed in the fracture. When water broke through the 
particle-gel pack after PPG placement, several channels were created that discharged 
water from the outlet while water was being injected. Investigation of factors that 
influence PPG injectivity and plugging efficiency revealed that PPG injectivity increases 
with fracture widths and flow rates but decreases with brine concentrations (on which the 
PPG swelling ratio depends). PPG can reduce the permeability for the fractures with 
different widths to the same level. Full-factorial experimental design analysis was 
performed to rank the influence of injection rate, fracture width, and PPG swelling ratio 





Gel treatments are applied widely to improve conformance and reduce water or gas 
channeling in reservoirs. The main objective of a gel treatment is to reduce water or gas 
flow through highly permeable channels or fractures without damaging productive zones. 
Two kinds of gels are applied to control conformance: in-situ-crosslinking gels and 
PPGs. Traditionally, in-situ gels have been used widely to control conformance. A 
mixture of a polymer and a crosslinker (called pregel or gelant) is injected into a target 
formation where the two react at reservoir temperature to form a gel that fully or partially 
seals the formation. PPGs have been developed and applied recently to control 
conformance. These are able to overcome some potential drawbacks inherent in an in-
situ-gelation system when a treatment cannot be designed properly because of incomplete 
or improper understanding of a formation. The contributing factors to the potential 
drawbacks may include lack of gelation-time control, gelling uncertainty because of shear 
degradation, chromatographic fractionation, change of gelant compositions, or dilution by 
formation water (Chauveteau et al. 1999, 2001, 2003; Coste et al. 2000; Bai et al. 2007a, 
2007b). Preformed gel is formed at a surface facility before injection and is then injected 
into a reservoir, and, thus, no gelation occurs in the reservoir. These gels usually have 
only one component during injection and little sensitivity to physicochemical conditions 
in a reservoir, such as pH, salinity, multivalent ions, hydrogen sulfide, temperature, and 
shear rates (Bai et al. 2007a, 2007b). Current commercially available particle gels come 
in various sizes, including micrometer- to millimeter-sized PPGs (Coste et al. 2000; Bai 
et al. 2007a, 2007b), microgels (Chauveteau et al. 1999, 2001, 2003; Rousseau et al. 
2005; Zaitoun et al. 2007), pH-sensitive crosslinked polymers (Al-Anazi and Sharma 
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2002; Huh 2005), and swelling submicrometer-sized polymers (Pritchett et al. 2003; 
Frampton et al. 2004). Their major differences lie in the particle size, swelling time, and 
swelling ratio. Published documents show that PPG, microgels, and submicrometer-sized 
polymers have been applied economically to reduce water production and improve oil 
recovery in mature oil fields. Microgels were applied to approximately 10 gas-storage 
wells to reduce water production (Zaitoun et al. 2007). Submicron-sized particles were 
applied to more than 10 wells for BP and Chevron (Cheung 2007). Millimeter-sized 
PPGs have been applied in approximately 2,000 wells in waterfloods and polymer floods 
in China to reduce the permeability of fractures or that of fluid channels with superhigh 
permeability (Liu et al. 2010). Recently, Occidental Oil Company (Pyziak and Smith 
2007) and Kinder-Morgan (Larkin and Creel 2008) have used a similar product to control 
breakthrough of carbon dioxide for their carbon dioxide flooding areas with promising 
results. 
Gel treatments target either matrix or superhigh-permeability (super-K) 
zones/fractures. For matrix treatments, injection materials are required to penetrate into a 
matrix in which pore sizes are often only a few micrometers or less. Therefore, gel 
aggregates or bulk gels formed on a surface cannot be used for matrix treatment because 
they cannot penetrate into the matrix. In-situ gel systems are most often used for matrix 
treatments because their pregel solutions have low viscosity and can easily flow through 
a matrix (Seright et al. 2003). Submicrometer-sized preformed particle gels are also 
designed for matrix treatments because of their smaller particle sizes, as compared to 
pore sizes in conventional reservoir rocks (Cheung 2007). However, theoretical studies 
have demonstrated that a hydrocarbon-productive zone must be protected by zone 
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isolation if a gel treatment targets a matrix; otherwise, the gel will significantly penetrate 
into and damage the hydrocarbon zone or area that could not be swept previously by 
water (Liang and Seright 1993). 
Gel treatments are most likely to be successful when applied to fractures or fracture-
like features that cause channeling in reservoirs (Seright 1985). Field applications 
demonstrate many cases in which gels have effectively mitigated channeling through 
fractures, fracture-like features, and voids in waterfloods (Sydansk and Seright 2007; 
O’Brien and Stratton 1999) and gasfloods (Woods et al. 1986; Hild and Wackowski 
1999; Friedmann et al. 1999; Lane and Seright 2000). These reservoirs are severely 
heterogeneous, and large volumes of plugging agents are usually required to fill the 
fractures or super-K channels. Because of bullhead injection for a fracture treatment, 
plugging materials should be able to propagate through fractures but not penetrate into 
unswept hydrocarbon zones. Plugging materials that are often used for fracture treatments 
include in-situ bulk gels, millimeter-sized preformed particle gels, clays, and some 
industrial wastes, such as oilfield slurries (Liu et al. 2010). To implement a successful in-
situ-gel treatment in fractures, an idealized design should be one in which the bulk gel 
can be partially or fully formed in fractures near the wellbore, so that minimized damage 
on the matrix can be realized because formed gel cannot penetrate into a matrix. Usually, 
the gelation time should be well controlled and be much less than the injection time. On 
the other hand, the gel should not be formed at surface because its viscosity is too high to 
be pumped. Millimeter-sized PPGs have been designed to treat fractures or fracture-like 
channels (Bai et al. 2007a, 2007b). Bulk gel is formed at surface and then is dried and 
crushed into particles for use. The particles can be suspended in water and are easily 
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pumped. PPGs not only are able to maintain the properties of conventional in-situ-gels, 
but they also can be mixed with any produced water with little effect on their 
thermostability. In addition, when compared to traditional hard particles used for 
conformance control (such as clay), the swollen PPG particles are elastic and can deform 
in fractures or channels during their injection so that they can more easily penetrate 
deeply into a formation.  
The success of gel treatments in fractures or fracture-like features depends heavily on 
the ability of the gels to extrude through the fractures and channels (Seright and Lee 
1999). Optimization of the gel treatment design requires knowledge of the behavior of 
these gels when they extrude through fractures or channels. Seright (2001, 2004; Seright 
and Lee 1999) has extensively investigated the extrusion of bulk gels through fractures 
and tubes. He studied the effects of fracture conductivity, tube diameter, and gel-injection 
rates on this extrusion behavior. Researchers at the University of Kansas have also 
conducted extensive studies to understand the propagation of bulk gels through fractures, 
tubing, and high-permeability sandpack and to determine how water injected into a gel 
can rupture that gel and form a flow path to conduct water (Al-Assi et al. 2009; McCool 
and Willhite 2009; Ganguly et al. 2001). Experimental results have also been reported on 
deformable-particle-gel transportation through porous media. Bai et al. (2007a, 2007b) 
studied swollen-particle-gel transportation through porous media using sandpack and 
micromodels, and Rousseau et al. (2005) investigated microgel movement through 
sandpacked porous media. They conducted all coreflooding tests related to particle gels 
in porous media without open fractures. However, no laboratory results have been 
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reported on the transportation behavior of particle gels through fractures and their effects 
on water flow.  
The objective of this study is to visualize PPG propagation through fractures and 
determine which factors affect particle gel injectivity significantly. Transparent models 
with open fractures were designed using two glass plates that were not permeable. 
Ideally, permeable materials should be used to construct fracture models because leakage 
significantly affects gel propagation and distribution in fractures because of changes in 
gel concentration and strength caused by dehydration (Seright 2001). Although we realize 
the importance of leakoff, visualization was important for our current study; therefore, we 
could not incorporate leakoff in these experiments. The consequences of leakoff for the 
PPG system will be studied in future work. 
 
Experiments 
Materials. PPG. A commercial superabsorbent polymer, provided by Emerging 
Technologies, was selected as a PPG for these experiments. The product name is 
LiquiBlock 40K Series. The main component of the PPG is a potassium salt of 
crosslinked polyacrylic acid or polyacrylamide copolymer. Before swelling, PPG is a dry, 
white, granular powder. Table 1 lists some typical characteristics of the PPG used here, 
and Table 2 shows the size distribution of the PPG, as determined by a sieving test.  
In aqueous solutions, PPG can absorb a large amount of water because of a hydrogen 
bond with the water molecules, although the concentration of sodium chloride affects its 
capacity to adsorb water. Four swollen-PPG samples were prepared using four different 
brine concentrations (0.05, 0.25, 1, and 10%) with swelling ratios of 194, 98, 52, and 32, 
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respectively. Fully swollen PPGs, without excess (free) water, were used for all 
experiments. The particle concentration varied, depending on brine concentration. The 
PPG concentrations were calculated using the initial weight of the dry PPG, divided by 
the final weight of swollen PPG, as listed in Table 3.  
The swollen PPG, without excess water, was prepared as follows.  
1. An empty beaker was partially filled with the desired concentration of brine. 
2. Depending on the brine concentration, 10–20 g of the dry PPG was slowly added 
to the brine solution. The mixture was then stirred for 5–10 minutes. 
3. The sample was allowed to swell completely with evidence of the existence of 
excess water. The process took approximately 2–3 hours. 
4. The excess brine solution was separated from the swollen PPG by placing the 
latter on a 150-mesh screen and then collecting the swollen PPG for coreflooding 
experiments.  
Brine. To prepare the swollen PPG, four concentrations of brine were selected on the 
basis of significant differences in their swelling ratios: 0.05, 0.25, 1, and 10 wt% sodium 
chloride brine.  
Experimental Setup. Figure 1 is a flow chart of the experimental setup, which was 
composed of two syringe pumps, one accumulator with a piston, and one fracture model. 
Two Isco pumps were used, one for PPG injection and the other for brine injection. The 
fracture model was constructed of two acrylic plates with a rubber O-ring between them. 
Bolts, nuts, and shims were used to fix the two plates and control fracture width. On one 
side of the plate, a hole functioned as an inlet for the injection of fluids and PPG; on the 
other side, another hole provided an outlet to discharge fluids and PPG. The pressure 
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transducers were connected at the inlet to record the fracture pressure. The model was 
transparent so that the PPG and water movement would be clearly visible. The 
dimensions of the model were 55 cm in length and 10 cm in height. Three fracture widths 
(0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm) were used to examine the effect of fracture size on gel placement. 
The inside diameter of the tube leading into the fracture was approximately ¼ in., and its 
length was 4 in. A metal connector with an internal diameter of ⅜ in. and a length of less 
than 1 in. was used to discharge the fluids from the outlet.  
Experimental Procedure. Brine was first injected into the fracture model, and then fully 
swollen PPG was extruded into the fracture model by an Isco pump through an 
accumulator. Six flow rates were used for each experiment: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
mL/min. The flow rates were tested in sequence (from lowest to highest) to obtain the 
corresponding stabilized pressure during gel injection. Once the gel was in place, water 
was injected into the gel particles packed in the fracture to test the efficiency of gel 
plugging on water. During these experiments, the brine-injection rates were the same as 
those used during gel injection. The pressure data were recorded to check the pressure 
changes over time and the injection rates.  
 
Results and Analysis 
Swollen-PPG Injection. Twelve experiments were run to study the effect of brine 
concentration, fracture width, and injection rate on PPG injection pressure, resistance 
factor, and injectivity. Particle movement through the fracture was monitored visually 
during PPG injection. 
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Observed Particle Movement During PPG Injection. Figure 2 shows the particle 
movement during placement of the swollen PPG in the fracture model. The PPG 
propagated like a piston along the fracture. Gravity did not change the shape of the PPG 
front, perhaps because the fracture widths used here were smaller than, or similar to, the 
size of the swollen particles. 
Effect on Injection Pressure. Figure 3 shows the effect of brine concentration and flow 
rate on PPG-injection pressure in three fracture models with fracture widths of 0.5, 1.0, 
and 1.5 mm. 
Brine-Concentration Effect. For a fracture model of given width, the PPG-injection 
pressure consistently increased with an increase brine concentration, provided the 
injection flow rate remained constant. The injection pressure for the sample prepared 
with a low-salinity brine was expected to be higher than that prepared with a high-salinity 
brine because swollen particles are larger with low-concentration brine than they are with 
high-concentration brine. However, the experimental results showed a completely 
different trend. The softness or deformability of swollen PPG particles proved to have a 
greater effect on injection pressure than did particle size because the swollen particles 
were softer or more deformable in low-salinity brine than in high-salinity brine, thereby 
promoting lower injection pressure. As seen in Table 3, the PPG concentrations in high-
concentration brines were larger than those in low-concentration brines, which could also 
explain why PPG had higher injection pressures in higher concentration brines. 
Flow-Rate Effect. Figure 3 indicates that the PPG-injection pressure increased as the 
injection flow rate increased, but the degree of its increase was not as great as that of the 
injection rate. For example, for the model with a fracture width of 0.5 mm, the injection 
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pressure increased only from 110 to 133 psi, while the flow rate doubled from 15 to 30 
mL/min with an injection of PPG prepared with 10% brine solution. For the model with a 
fracture width of 1.0 mm, the injection pressure increased only from 108 to 126 psi while 
the flow rate doubled from 15 to 30 mL/min with the injection of PPG prepared with a 
10% brine solution. This trend is entirely consistent with the practical findings regarding 
PPG injections in oil fields, where injection pressure does not increase significantly with 
an increase in the injection pumping rate (Bai et al. 2007a). As shown in Fig. 4, the data 
in Fig. 3 were plotted on a log-log scale and, for a given brine concentration and fracture 




np K q= ,  ......................................................... (1) 
where p is the PPG-injection pressure in psi, q is the flow rate in mL/min, and K1 and n1 
are constants related to brine concentration and fracture width, respectively. Table 4 lists 
the 12 fitting equations and their correlation factors using the power-law model. All 
correlation factors are greater than 0.99.  
Fracture-Width Effect. A comparison of the three plots in Fig. 3 indicates that, for a 
given flow rate and brine concentration, PPG-injection pressure decreases as the fracture 
width increases. The wider fracture is more conductive and, thus, reduces the injection 
pressure. One possible reason that the pressures are not sensitive to fracture width is that 
PPG particle size was larger than or similar to the fracture width in our experiments and 
the acrylic-plate surface was very smooth. The weak friction between the fracture wall 
and the particles might have led to the injection-pressure insensitivity to fracture width. 
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Ranking the Three Parameters for the Injection Pressure as a Response. This work 
analyzed a general full-factorial design to evaluate the influence of injection flow rate, 
fracture width, and PPG swelling ratio (dependent on brine concentration) on pressure 
response. A full-factorial experiment is one that addresses two or more factors, each with 
discrete values or “levels” and experimental units that take on all possible combinations 
of these levels across all factors. A full-factorial design may also be called a fully crossed 
design. Such experiments permit the study of the effects of each factor (and interactions 
among factors) on the response variable. A general full-factorial design is used when any 
experimental factor has more than two levels because this design can determine which 
factors most influence the response. 
Figure 5 shows a Pareto plot of the results of factorial design analysis. As this plot 
indicates, the flow rate proved to be the most influential factor on pressure. The swelling 
ratio was the least influential factor among the three, but its influence was similar to that 
of fracture width. Figure 5 also shows the main relationship between the factors and the 
response: A positive value indicates that the response will increase with an increase in a 
given parameter, and a negative value indicates that the response will decrease with an 
increase in a given parameter. Pressure increases with an increase in flow rate and 
decreases with an increase in fracture width or swelling ratio. 
Effect on Resistance Factor. The resistance factor is the ratio of the particle-gel-
injection pressure drop to the water-injection pressure drop at the same flow rate. It is a 
kind of effective viscosity of gel in porous media relative to that of water. In the 
experiments described here, because the outlet of the fracture was open, the recorded 
injection pressure could be viewed as the pressure drop for gel injection. Because the 
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water-injection pressures in these fracture models were very low before gel injection and 
could not be recorded accurately, the following equation was used to calculate the water 






µ∆ = ,  ................................................... (2) 
where ∆Pw is the water pressure drop, µ is the viscosity of water, L is the fracture length, 
q is the injection flow rate, h is the fracture height, and w is the fracture width. The 
resistance factor was  calculated  from the data in Fig. 3,  and the results are shown in 
Fig. 6. 
Brine-Concentration Effect. Each plot in Fig. 6 demonstrates that the resistance 
factor increases with the increase in brine concentration, which indicates that the excess-
water-free swollen PPG prepared with a high-concentration brine has a higher effective 
viscosity in porous media than that prepared with a low-concentration brine.  
Flow-Rate Effect. Figure 6 also shows that the resistance factor decreases with an 
increase in the flow rate, which indicates that the effective viscosity of PPG decreases 
with an increase in injection rate. This relationship is explained by the elastic nature of 
PPG, which behaves as a shear-thinning fluid during its flow through a porous fracture. 
The relationship between the resistance factor and the flow rate can also be fitted well 





F K q= ,  ....................................................... (3) 
where Fr is the resistance factor, q is the flow rate in mL/min, and K2 and n2 are constant 
coefficients. Table 5 lists the 12 fitting equations and their correlation factors, which 
clearly follow the power law equation very well. 
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Fracture-Width Effect. A comparison of the three plots in Fig. 6 demonstrates that 
the resistance factor increases with fracture width, which is consistent with the behavior 
of bulk gel in fractures and porous media (Seright 2001; Seright and Martin 1993). 
However, the results directly contradict the standard assumption that the narrower a 
fracture is the more resistance forces exist for the gel to pass through. However, a 
resistance factor is defined as the pressure drop of a PPG injection divided by the 
pressure drop of a water injection in the same fracture. The water pressure drop is 
inversely proportional to the cubed fracture width; therefore, the water pressure drop 
decreases significantly when the fracture width increases. This decrease causes a 
significant increase in the resistance factor of a wider fracture. It also means that the 
effective viscosity of the PPG increases with an increase in fracture width. 
Ranking on Resistance-Factor Response.  According to the Pareto plot shown in 
Fig. 7, fracture width had the strongest influence on the resistance factor and the swelling 
ratio was the least influential factor among the three. The resistance factor increased with 
an increase in fracture width, but it changed inversely with regard to the flow rate and 
swelling ratio. 
Effect on Injectivity. Injectivity, defined as the flow rate divided by the pressure, is an 
important measure of the difficulty of injecting a gel. Higher injectivity means that 
injection is easier. Figure 8 indicates that injectivity decreases with brine concentration, 
meaning that excess-water-free swollen PPG prepared with a lower-concentration brine is 
easier to inject into a fracture than that prepared with a high-concentration brine. Because 
the swollen particle size is larger and more deformable in a low-concentration brine than 
in a high-concentration brine, the deformability of swollen particles influences PPG 
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injectivity more strongly than particle size. PPG injectivity is highly dependent on flow 
rate and increases linearly with an increase in flow rate, as shown in Fig. 8. This 
relationship is totally different from water injection. According to Darcy’s law, the 
injectivity for water should be independent of flow rate. The difference between water 
injection and PPG injection is caused by the fact that water is a Newtonian fluid but PPG 
is a pseudoplastic material. PPG injectivity increases with greater fracture width.  
Ranking on Injectivity Response. According to the Pareto plot shown in Fig. 9, flow 
rate is the factor that most strongly influences injectivity. Swelling ratio is the least 
influential factor among the three, but its influence is similar to that of fracture width. 
The resistance factor increases with increases in flow rate, fracture width,  and  swelling 
ratio. 
Brine Injection after Gel Placement. Observed Particle Movement. Figure 10 shows 
the water flow paths in a fracture after gel placement. PPG was packed in the whole 
fracture after PPG injection. When water was injected, it broke through the permeable gel 
pack and formed several channels (or major water paths) to allow water to discharge 
through the outlet.  
Effect of Brine-Injection Cycles and Flow Rates. Three cycles of brine injection 
were conducted to compare the pressure responses at different flow rates. Each cycle 
consisted of six flow rates (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 mL/min), used in sequence. Injection 
pressure was recorded during the process, and the flow rate was changed only when a 
steady-state pressure was achieved. Figure 11 shows typical examples of pressure 
responses for three cycles of brine injection; this represents the pressure trend over time 
in each cycle. The results were obtained from a 0.5-mm-wide fracture model with a 
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0.25%-brine injection after packing with swollen PPG that had been prepared with 0.25% 
brine. With the first cycle, the injection pressure rapidly increased to 48 psi then dropped 
steadily to 7 psi and stabilized. When the flow rate was increased from 5 to 10 mL/min, 
the pressure rapidly increased again, reaching 32 psi then dropping and stabilizing at 5 
psi. During the first cycle, the trend in pressure change was similar, regardless of flow 
rate, but the pressure increase became slower when the flow rate was increased. The 
trends in pressure changes in the second and third cycles were not the same as that in the 
first cycle. The pressure increased to a stabilized value at which the flow rate increased. 
The overall pressure in the second and third cycles was lower than that in the first cycle. 
Figure 12 shows the stabilized pressure at different flow rates as a function of flow rate 
for each of the three cycles of brine injection. In the first cycle, the stabilized pressure 
first decreased and then increased with the flow rate because brine broke through the 
particle-gel pack and formed water channels for the lowest flow rates. With an increase in 
flow rate, more and larger channels were formed. Eventually, enough channels had 
formed and brine mainly passed through the existing channels, creating few new channels 
even though the flow rate continued to increase. As a result, the pressure increased with 
the flow rate in conjunction with the last few flow rates. Pressure in the second and third 
cycles was less than that during the first cycle. The second and third cycles showed 
similar pressure trends over time; that is, pressure increased with the flow rate. The 
pressure in the third cycle also increased (almost linearly) with the flow rate, indicating 
that stationary channels had formed in the gel pack and water had passed through the 
solid channels. The elasticity of the gel did not affect the water flow.  
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Figure 13 shows plots of the residual resistance factor against the flow rate for three 
cycles. The residual resistance factor represents the reduction in the permeability of water 
as a result of gel. It was calculated by dividing the brine-injection pressure drop after gel 
placement by the brine-injection pressure drop before gel injection. For the first cycle of 
brine injection, the residual resistance factor initially decreased with the increase in flow 
rate, but it tended to be constant at higher flow rates. This trend was caused by an 
increasing number of water channels in the gel during the waterflooding process. With 
more water channels in the gel, the resistance force for brine injection should have 
decreased. When stable water channels formed, the resistance factors should not have 
been much affected by the flow rates because the reduction in water permeability caused 
by gel did not change much, as shown in the third-cycle curve. The three cycle curves 
indicate that the reduction in the permeability of water caused by PPG decreased with 
each cycle of brine injection until stable water channels formed in the third cycle. 
Effect of Brine Concentration. Figure 14 shows the stabilized pressure vs. flow rates 
for given brine concentrations and fracture widths during the first cycle of brine injection. 
With a higher brine concentration, the pressure stabilized at a higher level for a given 
flow rate and given fracture width, indicating that PPG prepared with high-concentration 
brine has a higher plugging efficiency than that prepared with low-concentration brine. 
This can be explained by the fact that a gel concentration in high-concentration brine is 
higher than that in low-concentration brine, as seen in Table 3.  
Figure 15 shows the residual resistance factor as a function of flow rate. This residual 
resistance factor increased with an increase in brine concentration, indicating a greater 
reduction in water permeability caused by gel prepared with high-concentration brine. 
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With an increase in the flow rate, however, the residual resistance factor was reduced 
because more channels formed after the flow rate increased. 
Effect of Fracture Width. Figure 14 compares the pressures at various fracture 
widths when the flow rates and brine concentrations remain the same. This demonstrates 
that the stabilized pressure decreased as the fracture width increased, but the difference 
was slight. Figure 15 compares the residual resistance factors, indicating that resistance is 
much higher in a wider fracture than that in a narrower fracture. The pressure and 
residual resistance pressure data show that the particle gel can reduce fracture 
permeability to the same level, thereby mimicking the effects of in-situ gel on formations 
of varying permeability (Seright and Martin 1993). 
 
Discussion and Future Work 
For this paper, transparent models were designed to visually observe particle-gel 
transport through open fractures. The effects of three key factors—brine concentration, 
injection rate, and fracture width—on particle injectivity and plugging efficiency were 
also studied. When the experimental apparatus was designed, the internal diameter of 
inlet and outlet tubes was selected properly and their length was minimized so that any 
pressure drop in the tubes would be negligible. The calculations, using the Hagen-
Poiseuille equation (Bird et al. 1960) and Eq. 2, indicated that the flow capacity of the 
inlet line was 213 times greater than the flow capacity of the 0.5-mm fracture and 7.7 
times greater than that of the 1.5-mm fracture. Therefore, the pressure drop obtained 
properly reflected the real pressure drop in the fractures.  
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This study was not only strived to understand the rheology of swollen PPG, but it also 
indicated that the particles were packed as porous media in fractures and that the 
permeability of the particle pack depended on the particle strength, particle size, brine 
concentration, and injection pressure. It’s expected that a particle pack with a desired 
permeability could be designed successfully by adjusting particle properties. This finding 
can significantly aid in optimizing the design of PPG treatments. However, extensive 
work still needs to be performed to make the results more realistic. Additional work 
should include the following.  
Experiments Using Transparent Models. In this paper, the swollen-particle sizes are 
the same as, or a little larger than, the fracture width, so the gravity segregation in the 
vertical fractures is negligible. Wider fractures will be used in future experiments to see 
how gravity changes the PPG movement and distribution. The dependence of flow rate 
on PPG gravity segregation in vertical open fractures also will be evaluated. In addition, 
models in this paper were built using two pieces of acrylic plates with smooth surfaces. 
Plates with rough surfaces will be considered for further experiments. 
Experiments Using Fracture Models Constructed by Sandstone Cores. New fracture 
models have been constructed in our laboratory using two slices of permeable sandstone. 
These models can be used not only to understand the effect of leakage on PPG 
propagation but also to evaluate whether PPGs have been damaged on a matrix. In these 
experiments, a mixture of brine and swollen particles (at a designed ratio) was injected to 
reflect different PPG concentrations. To prevent the separation caused by density 
differences between the brine and swollen particles, two pumps were used to deliver the 
brine and particles separately. The brine and particles were mixed together in the inlet 
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tube of the fracture models and then transported to models with different fracture widths. 
Detailed results are expected to be completed and reported within a year.  
 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions are based on the transparent-model experiment results, 
without considering potential leakage in real reservoirs, the smoothness/roughness of 
fracture surfaces, and swollen particles with excess water. 
• PPG propagates like a piston along a fracture, and gravity does not change the PPG-
front shape if the particle size is larger than, or close to, the fracture width.  
• The injection pressure of excess-water-free fully swollen particles increases with 
increased brine concentration and injection flow rates but decreases as the fracture 
widens during PPG injection. 
• PPG is a shear-thinning material that follows a power-law rheology equation during 
its flow through a fracture.  
• The resistance factor increases with an increase in brine concentration and fracture 
width but decreases as the flow rate increases. 
• Swollen PPG forms a gel pack after placement in a fracture, and injected brine breaks 
through the permeable gel pack to create several channels, allowing water to be 
discharged from the outlet. 
• The reduction in water permeability caused by swollen PPG prepared with a high-
concentration brine is much higher than that caused by a PPG prepared with a low-
concentration brine.  
• PPG can reduce the permeability of fractures of different widths to the same level, but 
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more work needs to be performed to further confirm that this is true in all cases. 
• Experimental design was used successfully to rank the effects of various parameters 
on PPG injectivity and resistance factors. 
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Table 1. Typical Characteristics of PPG 
Properties Value 
Absorption Deionized Water (g/g) >200 
Apparent Bulk Density (g/l) 540 
Moisture Content (%) 5 
pH Value 5.5-6.0 (+/- 0.5; 1% gel in 0.9% NaCl) 
 
Table 2. Size Distribution of PPG Particles 
Sieves (Mesh) Size (microns) Content (percent) 
20 >830 12.01 
40 380~830 75.32 
60 250~380 12.46 
80 180~250 0.20 
100 150~180 0.01 
 
Table 3. Concentrations of Swollen PPGs Used in the Experiments 
Brine Concentration (%) 
used to prepare swollen PPGs 






Table 4. Fitting Equation for Injection Pressure as a Function of Flow Rate 
Fracture Width (mm) Brine Concentration Fitting Equation R2 
0.5 
0.05% p = 32.28 q0.362 0.992 
0.25% p = 35.25 q0.356 0.995 
1% p = 48.49 q0.268 0.999 
10% p = 59.16 q0.236 0.990 
1.0 
0.05% p = 17.01 q0.443 0.996 
0.25% p = 32.51 q0.325 0.998 
1% p = 39.53 q0.311 0.995 
10% p = 49.69 q0.279 0.992 
1.5 
0.05% p = 9.830 q0.520 0.999 
0.25% p = 13.79 q0.553 0.983 
1% p = 18.91 q0.475 0.995 




Table 5. Fitting Equation for Resistance Factor as a Function of Flow Rate 
Fracture Width (mm) Brine Concentration Fitting Equation R2 
0.5 
0.05% Fr = 2182 q-0.63 0.997 
0.25% Fr = 2383 q-0.64 0.998 
1% Fr = 3278 q-0.73 0.999 
10% Fr = 3999 q-0.76 0.999 
1.0 
0.05% Fr = 18402 q-0.59 0.998 
0.25% Fr = 32755 q-0.67 0.999 
1% Fr = 45163 q-0.68 0.997 
10% Fr = 53742 q-0.72 0.998 
1.5 
0.05% Fr = 35382 q-0.45 0.999 
0.25% Fr = 47553 q-0.48 0.975 
1% Fr = 40353 q-0.52 0.996 






Figure 1. Schematic diagram of PPG injection setup. 
 
 




Figure 3. PPG injection pressure as a function of flow rate and brine concentration. 
 
 
Figure 4. Injection pressure as a function of flow rate in log-log paper. 
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Figure 5. Pareto plot of injection pressure as a response. 
 
 
Figure 6. Resistance factor as a function of flow rate and brine concentration  
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Figure 7. Pareto plot of resistance factor as a response. 
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Figure 11. Pressure vs. time for three cycles of 0.25% brine injection into the 0.5 
mm fracture using different flow rates after PPG placement. 
 
 
Figure 12. Stabilized pressure vs. flow rate for three cycles of 0.25% brine injection 
into a 0.5 mm fracture after PPG placement. 
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Figure 13. Residual resistance factor vs. flow rate for the three cycles of 0.25% brine 
injection into a 0.5mm fracture after PPG placement. 
 
 
Figure 14. Stabilized pressure vs. flow rate for injection of brine with various 
concentrations after PPG placement. 
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Figure 15. Residual resistance factor vs. flow rate for injection of brine with various 
concentrations after PPG placement. 
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II. Preformed Particle Gel Propagation Through Semi-Transparent 
Fractures 
Hao Zhang, SPE, and Baojun Bai, SPE 
Missouri University of Science and Technology 
(Submitted for publication as an article in SPE Journal) 
Abstract 
This work constructed semi-transparent fracture models to investigate gel propagation 
and dehydration behaviors using preformed particle gel (PPG) in open fractures. The 
factors that influence PPG injection and plugging efficiency were studied to understand 
their effects on particle gel extrusion. Experimental results showed progressive plugging 
was not observed in fractures during PPG extrusion. Swollen PPG showed an apparent 
shear-thinning behavior during extrusion through fractures. PPG propagated like a piston 
along a fracture when the fracture width was smaller than or similar to the particle size; 
and gravity will dominate the PPG movement when the fracture width was larger than the 
particle size. The degree of dehydration in PPG placement was much less significant 
compared to that in in-situ gel systems. PPG dehydration decreased with increased gel 
injection rate, fracture width, and brine concentration in a given fracture model. Injecting 
PPG prepared with higher brine concentration can block the fractures better, however, it 
is accompanied by significantly higher pressure gradients during gel placement.PPG 
injection with lower gel concentrations was able to achieve the same water blocking 





Excess water production is a major issue that leads to early well abandonment and 
unrecoverable hydrocarbon for mature oilfields (Seright, 2003). Induced fractures and 
high-permeability channels are considered as the major reasons which can cause reservoir 
heterogeneity and excess water production problems (Seright and Liang, 1994). Gel 
treatments have often been used to improve reservoir conformance and reduce water 
production in mature oilfields (Bai, 2007). These gel treatments depend heavily on the 
ability of the gels to extrude through the fractures (Seright, 1994, 1999). To optimize gel 
treatment design, it is important to understand the behavior of the gel extrusion through 
the fractures. 
Two kinds of gels are usually applied to control reservoir conformance: in-situ 
crosslinking gels and preformed particle gels (PPGs). Traditionally, in-situ crosslinking 
gels have been widely used to reduce fluid channeling in reservoirs (Seright and Liang, 
1994). A mixture of a polymer and a cross-linker is injected into a target formation, 
where the two react to form a gel that seals the formation. Since 1997, PPG systems have 
been developed to overcome some drawbacks inherent in an in-situ gelation system, such 
as lack of control over the gelation time, gelling uncertainty due to shear degradation, 
chromatographic fractionation, and dilution by formation water (Bai et al., 2007a, 2007b, 
2013). Extensive studies have been focused on gel transportation through fractures and 
channels using in-situ gel systems. Seright (2001, 2004; Seright and Lee 1999) has 
investigated the extrusion of bulk gels through fractures and tubes. He studied the effects 
of fracture conductivity, tube diameter, and gel-injection rates on gel extrusion behavior. 
Similar experiments were also conducted in University of Kansas to understand the 
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propagation of bulk gels through fractures, tubing, and high-permeability sandpack and to 
determine how water injected into a gel can rupture that gel and form a flow path to 
conduct water (Al-Assi et al. 2009; McCool and Willhite 2009; Ganguly et al. 2001). 
Experimental results have also been reported on PPG transportation through porous 
media. Bai et al. (2007a, 2007b) studied swollen PPG transportation through porous 
media using sandpack and micromodels. Challa (2010) developed a screen model to 
study the rheology behavior of PPG injection through various screens. However, few 
studies investigated PPG propagation through fractures. Zhang and Bai (2011) developed 
a transparent model with open fractures to visualize PPG propagation through fractures 
and to determine which factors affect particle gel injectivity significantly. However, their 
transparent model was not permeable which is not true for the real fractured reservoir 
systems. Leakage in the matrix rock of a real fracture system can significantly affect gel 
propagation and distribution in fractures due to the changes in gel concentration and 
strength caused by gel dehydration (Seright 2001). Thus a proper fracture model is 
needed to fully understand the PPG transport behavior in fractures. 
In this study, a semi-transparent fracture model was designed to investigate the 
swollen PPG propagation and dehydration process. This model consists of a single wing 
fracture system with a transparent wall for visual tracking. The rheological behaviors of 
PPG along with fluid leakoff properties in the fracture systems were monitored and the 





Preformed Particle Gels. A commercial superabsorbent polymer consisting primarily of 
a potassium salt of crosslinked polyacrylamide copolymer was selected as the PPG 
sample for the experiments. Before swelling, PPG is a dry, white, granular powder. Table 
1 lists some typical characteristics of the PPG used in this study, and Table 2 shows the 
size distribution of the dry PPG particles, as determined by a sieving test. In aqueous 
solutions, PPG can absorb a large amount of water because of a hydrogen bond with the 
water molecules, although the concentration of sodium chloride affects its capacity to 
adsorb water. Different sizes of the dry PPG samples were prepared using three screen 
sizes (40, 80, 150 mesh) and the parameters for these screens are shown in Table 3. The 
swollen-PPG samples were prepared using three brine (sodium chloride) concentrations 
(0.25, 1, and 10 wt%) with gel swelling ratios of 98, 52, and 32, respectively. The particle 
concentration varied, depending on brine concentration. The PPG concentrations were 
calculated using the initial weight of the dry PPG, divided by the final weight of swollen 
PPG, as listed in Table 4. Fully swollen PPGs, without excess (free) water, were used for 
all experiments. The preparation procedure is performed at room temperature as follows.  
1. An empty beaker was partially filled with the desired concentration of brine. 
2. Depending on the brine concentration, 10–20 g of the dry PPG was slowly added 
to the brine solution. The mixture was then stirred for 5–10 minutes. 
3. The sample was allowed to swell completely with evidence of the existence of 
excess water. The process took approximately 2–3 hours. 
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4. The excess brine solution was separated from the swollen PPG by placing the 
latter on a 150-mesh screen for 2-3 hours and then collecting the swollen PPG for 
the extrusion experiments. 
Semi-Transparent Fracture Model. The semi-transparent fracture model was constructed 
of two acrylic plates with a rubber O-ring between them. Bolts, nuts, and shims were used 
to fix the two plates and control fracture width. One of the acrylic plates was transparent 
for visual tracking. On the other plate, a long square packet (with a dimension of 2 inches 
wide, 9 inches long, and 1 inch deep) was drilled in the center and a piece of Roubidoux 
sandstone slab, obtained from central area of Missouri, was casted into this pocket using 
epoxy. The fracture model had three sections of equal length that were delineated by four 
fracture pressure taps on the transparent acrylic plate. On one side of this plate, a hole 
functioned as an inlet for the injection; on the other side, another hole provided an outlet to 
discharge fluids. The pressure transducers were connected to the pressure taps to monitor 
the pressure changes in the fracture. The effluent from the fracture and matrix was 
separated and recorded through different fittings during the experiment. Figures 1-3 show 
the schematic diagram, the cross-sectional view, and the picture of the semi-transparent 
model, respectively. Four fracture widths (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 5.0 mm) were used to examine 
the effect of fracture size on gel placement. The inside diameter of the tube leading into the 
fracture was approximately ¼ in., and its length was 4 in. A metal connector with an 
internal diameter of ⅜ in. and a length of less than 1 in. was used to discharge the fluids 




Results and Analysis 
To probe the mechanism for gel propagation and dehydration, a base case experiment 
was performed where a PPG gel was extruded through the nine-inch-long semi-
transparent fracture model. In this base case, PPG samples prepared with 40-mesh dry 
particles fully swollen in 1% brine solution was extruded through a 9×2×0.04-inch 
fracture. The core in the fracture model was prepared from 430-mD Roubidoux sandstone 
in Missouri, and cast into a piece of acrylic plate using epoxy. The fracture was oriented 
vertically during the experiments. The fracture width was 0.04 in. (0.1 cm), and the 
average fracture conductivity was 273 darcy-ft. The fracture volume was 0.72 in.3 (11.8 
cm3), and the core pore volume was 3.1 in.3 (50.8 cm3). Before gel injection, the fractured 
core was saturated with brine and characterized using flow measurements. An injection 
rate of 7.32 in.3/hr (120 cm3/hr or superficial velocity of 240 cm/hr) was used in this 
experiment. Fully swollen PPGs from 40-mesh dry samples were prepared in 1% brine 
solution for this experiment. All experiments were performed at room temperature (22 °C 
or 72 °F). An Isco continuous flow system which couples two pumping modules to a 
single controller was utilized to provide non-stop, continuous feed of fluid without any 
interruption. 
Observed Particle Movement during PPG Injection 
Figure 4 shows the particle movement during the PPG placement in the fracture 
model. The PPG propagated like a piston along the fracture. Gravity did not change the 
shape of the PPG front because the fracture widths used were smaller than, or similar to, 
the size of the swollen gel particles. Gel arrived at the fracture outlet after injecting 3.2 
fracture volumes of gel. 
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Pressure Gradients in the Fracture 
40 fracture volumes (28.8 in.3 or 472 cm3) of fully swollen PPG gel were extruded 
through the 9-inch-long semi transparent fracture model using an injection rate of 7.32 
in.3/hr (120 cm3/hr). Figure 5 shows the pressure gradients in the fracture for the three 
fracture sections during swollen PPG injection. At the end of gel injection, the average 
pressure gradient in the fracture was about 46 psi/ft for all three fracture sections. This 
result suggests that all three fracture sections have the same conductivity. And the 
pressure gradients were reasonably stable during the last 35 fracture volumes of gel 
injection. Thus, gel injection did not show progressive plugging (continuously increasing 
pressure gradient) in any part of the fracture which is consistent with the previous 
findings in the transparent fracture model (Zhang and Bai, 2011). 
Pressure Gradients in the Porous Rock 
During PPG gel injection, pressure gradient in the center of the porous rock is shown 
in Fig. 6. The pressure gradient was typically between 0.1 and 0.6 psi/ft which was much 
lower than the values observed in the fracture. The onset of the pressure response 
occurred at the similar injection volume for both the fracture pressure gradients and the 
matrix pressure gradients. 
Produced Fluids 
As mentioned earlier, the effluent from the fracture and that from the porous rock 
were separated and measured in our fracture model. Figure 7 plots the fraction of the 
effluent that was produced from the fracture versus that from the porous rock. During the 
first 3 fracture volumes of gel injection, virtually 100% of the flow was produced from 
the fracture. This result was reasonable because the calculated flow capacity of the 
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fracture was 3,180 times greater than the flow capacity of the porous rock before gel 
injection. Gel arrived at the fracture outlet after injecting 3.2 fracture volumes of gel. And 
flow from the fracture was reduced to about 50% of the total flow for a period of about 
one fracture volume of gel injection. Subsequently, the fraction of flow from the fracture 
increased while flow from the porous rock decreased. After injecting 40 fracture volumes 
of gel, flow from the fracture accounted for 75% of the total flow, while flow from the 
matrix accounted for 25% of the total flow. 
The fluid collected from the matrix was exclusively brine and gel didn’t flow through 
porous rock. The source of this flow was water that left the fully swollen PPG in the 
fracture (water from the gel dehydration process). 
The Darcy equation was used to convert the pressure gradient in Fig. 6 to flow rates. 
Since the total injection rate was fixed (at 120 cm3/hr), the matrix flow rates, in turn, 
were converted to the fraction of total flow that occurred through the rock matrix at any 
given time. Figure 8 plots the results of this conversion. The fraction of total fluid flow 
gradually declined after the gel front arrives at the outlet of the fracture model. After 
injecting 40 fracture volumes of gel, the fraction of flow in the matrix became 0.25. 
At any given time, Fig. 8 plots the average fraction of the total flow that occurred in 
the porous rock. For comparison, Fig. 7 plots the measured fraction of total flow (in the 
matrix versus in the fracture) at the outlet of the fractured core. The two data sets were 
consistent in that at the end of gel injection, the final fractional flow from the matrix 
(25%) in Fig. 7 was the same as that in Fig. 8. 
Figure 7 suggests that after 40 fracture volumes of gel placement, each new element 
of injected gel should be concentrated by 25% (because water produced from the matrix 
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stabilized at 25% of the total flow). Figures 5 and 7 indicate that near the end of the 
experiment, a steady state was attained. Therefore, some concentrated (dehydrated) gel 
propagated through the fracture. The propagating gel may be homogeneous (with a 
uniform concentration that was roughly 25% greater than the injected gel). Alternatively, 
a more convincing explanation is the propagation gel is a mixture of gel particles with 
various gel concentrations. And at steady state, the pressure gradients are great enough to 
mobilize the dehydrated gel. Figure 9 compared the gel sample before and after the 
injection. It clearly shows the gel particles after the injection were smaller than that 
before the injection due to gel dehydration. 
Effect of Injection Rate 
More experiments were performed to examine the effects of injection rate on gel 
extrusion and dehydration. Except for the injection rate, these tests were identical to that 
described in the base case experiment. Specifically, in each test, 40 fracture volumes of 
fully swollen PPG (prepared with 40-mesh dry PPG in 1% brine solution) were extruded 
in the model. To complement the base case test (in 120 cm3/hr injection rate), four new 
tests were performed using injection rates of 60, 240, 480, and 960 cm3/hr, respectively.  
Table 5 summarizes the results from these tests. The table shows the pressure 
gradients along the fracture were insensitive to injection rate. The average pressure 
gradients ranged from 39 to 57 psi/ft for gel superficial velocities ranging from 120 to 
1920 ft/hr. At high flow rates, the pressure gradient was almost independent of gel 
injection rate. Figure 10 shows the stabilized gel resistance factors after 40 fracture 
volumes of gel injection at various gel injection rates. It clearly shows that gel resistance 
factors decreased with increased flow rate. And a single power equation in Figure 10 can 
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fit this relationship very well. This behavior suggests that swollen PPG showed an 
apparent shear-thinning behavior during extrusion through fractures. It’s consistent with 
the findings in the transparent fracture experiments (Zhang and Bai, 2011). 
Table 5 also reveals that the rate of gel-front propagation increased with increased 
injection rate. For injection velocity of 120 ft/hr, gel arrival at the end of the fracture 
occurred after 5.3 fracture volumes of gel injection. Only 1.9 fracture volumes of gel 
were required when the velocity was 1920 ft/hr. One possible explanation is the swollen 
gel had less time to dehydrate as the injection rate increased. For a given total volume of 
gel injection, the gel propagates a longer distance with a lower level of gel dehydration. It 
suggests that PPG should be injected at the highest practical rate in order to maximize 
penetration into the fracture system for field applications. 
Consistent with earlier observations, no gel was produced from the matrix. The 
required gel breakthrough volume decreased with increased injection rate. Figure 11 plots 
the fraction of the effluent that was produced from the porous rock with different gel 
injection rate. In each case, the peak in the fraction of matrix flow was observed when gel 
arrived at the end of the fracture. This trend is also consistent with earlier results. After 
gel breakthrough, the fraction of flow from the porous rock decreased in an exponential 
fashion. After 40 fracture volumes of gel injection, the fractions of total flow from the 
matrix were 34%, 25%, 20%, 17%, and 15%, for injection rates of 120, 240, 480, 960, 
and 1920 cm/hr, respectively. Thus, for a given throughput, the final fraction of flow 
produced from the matrix decreased with increased injection rate. Consequently, the 
degree of dehydration decreased with increased injection rate. These results further 
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support the conclusion that PPG treatments should be injected at the highest practical rate 
to maximize penetration into the fracture system. 
The propagation behavior of PPG in fractures can be compared with that of in-situ 
gels to understand the difference between PPG and in-situ gel systems. Seright (1997) 
performed gel extrusion experiments using a 24-hr-old Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel in a 
fracture with 0.038-inch fracture width. The average pressure gradient in the fracture 
using an injection velocity of 17.8 ft/hr was reported as 20 psi/ft and the required in-situ 
gel breakthrough volume was 21 fracture volumes. In PPG injections with the similar 
fracture settings, the average pressure gradient was 39 psi/ft. This value was not 
significantly higher than that in the in-situ gel case considering the PPG injection velocity 
was 120 ft/hr which was more than six times larger than the in-situ gel velocity. 
However, it only needs 5.3 fracture volumes of PPG to achieve gel breakthrough. 
Therefore, the required amount of gel to seal the same fracture using PPG samples was 
much smaller than the amount using in-situ gels with a given injection rate. It also 
indicates the degree of dehydration in PPG placement is much less significant compared 
to that in in-situ gel systems. 
Brine Injection after Gel Placement 
Brine was injected after the PPG injection experiments described above to study the 
effectiveness of the gel to reduce the fracture conductivity. The same injection rates used 
during gel placement were applied during these experiments. Figure 12 shows the water 
flow paths after gel placement in a fracture. Dye was used to visualize the effect of 
injection. When brine was injected, it broke through the permeable gel pack in the 
fracture and formed several channels or major water paths to allow water discharge 
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through the outlet. The figure also indicates the water paths during brine injection were 
more dispersed in the center of the fracture. It may be caused by the placement of the 
inlet and outlet in the center of the fracture vertically. But significant amount of dyed 
water was found in other parts of the fracture and the matrix leakoff outlet. 
30 fracture volumes of the brine solution (with the same concentration as the one used 
to prepare the injected PPG) were injected into the fracture model using the same 
injection rate (7.32 in.3/hr or 120 cm3/hr) as the base case experiment to test the 
efficiency of gel plugging on water. Figure 13 shows the pressure gradients in the 
fracture for the three fracture sections during brine injection. The pressure gradients in all 
three sections first rapidly increased to a peak level then dropped and stabilized. It means 
brine broke through the gel pack and steady water channels formed in the fracture. The 
fact that each section had the peak pressure gradient in sequence along the fracture model 
indicates the water paths propagated along the fracture which is consistence with the 
finding in Fig. 12. The pressure gradients were stable during the last 20 fracture volumes 
of gel injection indicating water had broke through the fracture and stationary channels 
had formed. At the end of the brine injection, the average pressure gradient in the fracture 
was about 9.5 psi/ft for all three fracture sections. This result suggests all three fracture 
sections had similar conductivity after 30 fracture volumes of brine injection.  
Figure 14 plots the fraction of the effluent that was produced from the fracture versus 
that from the porous rock during brine injection. The fluid collected from the matrix was 
exclusively brine and gel didn’t flow through porous rock. While the fluid from the 
fracture was purely gel in the beginning for the first two or three fracture volumes 
injection, then a mixture of gel and brine were found in the fracture outlet and the content 
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of gel in the mixture kept decreasing over the next five or six fracture volumes injection. 
For the last 20 fracture volumes of brine injection, almost 100% of the effluent collected 
from the fracture was water. It indicated steady water channels had been formed in the 
fracture. The effluent rate in the matrix first increased rapidly during the first four facture 
volumes of brine injection. Then it dropped to a steady level in the next five fracture 
volumes of injection. The fraction of the flow from the matrix rock remained steady for 
the last twenty fracture volumes of injection. After injection 30 fracture volumes of brine, 
flow from the fracture accounted for 64% of the total flow, while flow from the matrix 
accounted for 36% of the total flow. The main source of the matrix flow was brine 
injected in the fracture. And the response is similar to the pressure behavior of the last 
section in Fig. 13. It is expected because in the early stage of brine injection, water 
pushed the PPG particles in the fracture model and the pressure gradient kept increasing 
until steady water channels were created. The effluent from the matrix increased with the 
pressure gradient since the fraction flow is fully depending on the pressure difference 
between the fracture and the matrix rock, and the pressure in the matrix rock is negligible 
compared to the fracture pressure. 
Figure 15 plots the residual resistance factor behavior over time during brine 
injection. The residual resistance factor represents the reduction in the permeability of 
water as a result of gel. It was calculated by dividing the brine injection pressure drop 
after gel placement by the brine injection pressure drop before gel injection. Figure 15 
shows the resistance force for brine injection increased before water broke through the 
gel in the beginning. After more water channels formed, the resistance force decreased 
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until stabilized channels were created. It’s consistent with the results in the transparent 
fracture experiments (Zhang and Bai, 2011). 
The same injection rates in gel placement were used for brine injection after each gel 
injection experiment. Table 6 summarizes the results. It shows that the stabilized average 
pressure gradient after 30 fracture volumes of brine injection increased with the injection 
rate. It’s also noticed that at high injection rates, the average pressure gradient did not 
change much. It means the stabilized pressure gradient is not sensitive with the changes 
in high injection rates. For example, the average pressure gradients at the end of the brine 
injections with 480 and 960 cm3/hr injection rates were 13.2 and 13.5 psi/ft, respectively. 
The peak and the final fractions of matrix flow decreased with the increasing injection 
rates. The fracture conductivity increased with higher brine injection rates due to the fact 
more or larger steady water channels formed. Thus, a larger portion of the effluent went 
through the fracture instead of the matrix in higher brine injection rates. For practical 
application, lower injection rates for water flooding should be used to improve the sweep 
efficiency in the matrix. 
Figure 16 plots the final residual resistance factor against the injection rate. The 
resistance force of the gel pack decreased with the increase of the injection rate. It’s easy 
to understand since higher injection rates will create larger water channels in the gel 
pack. And larger water paths will lead to smaller resistance force on the brine injection in 
the fracture due to higher fracture conductivity. 
Effect of Fracture Width 
To understand the effect of fracture width, three more experiments were performed to 
complement the base case experiment which was performed in the model with 0.04 in. 
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(0.1 cm) fracture width. The new experiments used fracture widths of 0.02 in. (0.05 cm), 
0.06 in. (0.15 cm), and 0.2 in. (0.5 cm), respectively. Fracture widths up to 0.06 in. were 
used to study the cases of injecting PPG particles which have larger or similar particle 
size compared to the fracture width. The fracture width of 0.2 in. was applied to the 
scenario when the gel particle size is smaller than the fracture width. The other 
experiment conditions were the same with the base case. The core was prepared from 
430-mD Roubidoux sandstone in Missouri. The fracture was oriented vertically during 
the experiments. The fracture volumes were 0.36 in.3 (5.9 cm3), 1.44 in.3 (23.6 cm3), and 
3.6 in.3 (59 cm3) for the fracture widths of 0.02, 0.06, and 0.2 in., respectively. 40 fracture 
volumes of the standard PPG samples (prepared with 40-mesh dry PPG fully swollen in 
1% brine solution) were injected in each test. In order to compare the results in different 
fracture widths, the same superficial velocity (240 cm/hr) was used. The corresponding 
gel injection rates were 60, 180, and 600 cm3/hr for fracture widths of 0.02, 0.06, and 0.2 
in., respectively.  
Table 7 and Fig. 17 summarize the results along with the base case. From the results, 
the average pressure gradients along the fracture decreased dramatically with the increase 
in fracture width. The stabilized average pressure gradients ranged from 91 to 14 psi/ft 
for fracture widths ranging from 0.02 to 0.2 in. with the same injection velocity of 240 
cm/hr. It’s expected since the smaller the fracture width is, the more “deformation” the 
gel particles may experience when extruding PPG at the same injection velocity. It’s 
especially obvious for the fracture width which is smaller than the gel particle size. The 
pressure gradient dropped from 46 to 26 psi/ft when the fracture width was increased 
from 0.04 to 0.06 in. When the fracture width was changed to 0.2 in which was larger 
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than the gel particle size, the pressure gradient was reduced to 14 psi/ft from 26 psi/ft in 
the 0.06 in. fracture. It indicates the gel “deformation” effects were further reduced when 
the fracture width was larger than the gel particle size. The fitting equation in Fig. 17 can 
be used to predict the pressure gradients in PPG extrusion through various fractures. And 
the stabilized pressure gradient in PPG injection varied inversely with the fracture width. 
However, more experiments in different range of fracture widths are required to validate 
this fitting equation. 
It took 4.8 fracture volumes of PPG injection to break though the fracture for the 
fracture width of 0.02 in., while only 1.5 fracture volumes of gel was required to break 
through when the fracture width was increased 10 times to 0.2 in. The peak and final 
fractions of flow produced from matrix also tended to decrease with the increase in the 
fracture width. The degree of gel dehydration can be judged by gel breakthrough. 
Therefore, one important conclusion becomes evident: the degree of PPG dehydration 
decreases with increased fracture width. 
Figure 18 shows the gel particle movement during PPG placement in the 0.2-in. 
fracture model. The bottom part of the PPG propagated faster than the top part of the gel 
front during the gel injection process. Piston movement was not obvious in the pictures. It 
indicates gravity affected the shape of the PPG front due to gel precipitation considering 
the fracture width used was larger than the gel particle size. Gel arrived at the fracture 
outlet after injecting 1.5 fracture volumes of PPG. 
Table 8 summarized the results of brine injection after gel extrusion in different 
fracture widths. A fix injection rate was used for each experiment. The average pressure 
gradient at the end of the brine injection ranged between 10.1 and 9.5 psi/ft when the 
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fracture width was increased from 0.02 to 0.06 in. The pressure gradient decreased from 
9.7 to 7.7 psi/ft when the fracture width increased from 0.06 to 0.2 in. The pressure 
gradient did not drop significantly (about 20%) compared to the increase in the fracture 
width (over 300%) although the fracture width (0.2 in.) was larger than the gel particle 
size. It indicates the particle gel can reduce fracture permeability to the similar level, 
mimicking the effects of in-situ gel systems on formations with varying permeability. 
However, further studies using even wider fracture models are required to confirm this 
finding considering the fact that the largest fracture width used in this study was just a 
few times larger than the gel particle size. The peak and final fractions of matrix flow 
were similar for fracture widths between 0.02 and 0.04 in., while the fraction of flow for 
0.2-in. fracture width was much smaller. It indicates that larger or more water channels 
formed in wider fractures. Figure 19 shows the brine injection process after PPG 
placement in the 0.2 in. wide fracture model. Brine tended to break through the gel pack 
from the bottom part of the fracture. And water channels were more dispersed at the 
bottom half of the model after steady water paths were formed. It indicates that PPG tend 
to improve the sweep efficiency of the lower (deeper) part of the fracture system when 
the fracture width is larger than the gel particle size. 
Effect of PPG Particle Size 
To evaluate the effects of PPG particle size, two more experiments were performed to 
compare with the base case experiment (swollen gels was prepared with 40-mesh dry 
particles). Swollen gels which were prepared with 80 and 150-mesh dry PPG particles in 
1% brine solution were used in the experiments. Table 9 summarizes the results. The 
average pressure gradients in the fracture decreased slightly with decreasing PPG particle 
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sizes. The stabilized average pressure gradients ranged from 46 to 39 psi/ft for gel 
samples made with 40- to 150-mesh sized dry PPG particles. It took less fracture volumes 
of PPG injection to make the gel front arrive at the core end by injecting PPG with 
smaller particle size. The peak and final fractions of flow produced from matrix also 
decreased with the particle sizes. To summarize this table, gel injection with smaller PPG 
particle sizes took less fracture volumes to fill out the fracture while requiring lower 
injection pressure. Table 10 summarizes the results in brine injection after gel placement. 
1% brine solution was injected at a fixed rate of 120 cm3/hr. The fact that the average 
pressure gradient in brine injection decreased with the gel particle size indicated PPG 
treatments using larger particle sizes may have better water shutoff ability. Obviously, 
more work is needed to quantify the effect of gel-particle-size to fracture-width ratio on 
gel dehydration and propagation through fractures. 
Effect of Brine Concentration 
To evaluate the effect of brine concentration (or the effects of gel swelling ratio) on 
gel propagation in fractures, two more experiments were performed to complement the 
base case experiment which was performed with fully swollen gels prepared in 1% brine 
solution. Swollen PPG samples prepared in 0.25% and 10% brine solutions were studied 
in the 0.04-in. wide fracture models. 40 fracture volumes of PPG were injected at a fixed 
rate of 120 cm3/hr. Table 11 summarizes the results. From the table, the average pressure 
gradients along the fracture increased dramatically with the increase in the gel 
concentration. The stabilized average pressure gradients ranged from 28 to 73 psi/ft for 
brine concentration ranging from 0.25% (with swelling ratio of 98) to 10% (with swelling 
ratio of 32). Swollen PPG samples prepared with higher brine concentrations usually 
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have higher gel strength which will lead to higher pressure gradients during gel 
placement in a given fracture condition. Less fracture volumes for gel breakthrough were 
required for PPG prepared with higher brine concentration. PPGs prepared in higher 
brine concentrations usually have lower swelling ratios (or higher gel concentrations). 
Thus less water can escape from the gel particles made in higher brine concentration 
during the gel placement. To summarize this table, gel injection using PPG prepared with 
higher brine concentrations took less fracture volumes to fill out the fracture, but it 
required higher pressure gradient for the injection. 
Table 12 summarized the results of brine injection after gel placement. Brine was 
injected at a fixed rate of 120 cm3/hr. The average pressure gradient increased 
significantly with the brine concentration. It indicates injecting PPG prepared with higher 
brine concentration can block the fractures better and achieve lower fracture conductivity. 
However, this approach is accompanied by significantly higher pressure gradients during 
gel placement. 
Effect of Gel Concentration 
Two more experiments using different gel concentrations (1.36% and 0.91%) were 
performed to evaluate the effects of gel concentration on PPG propagation. A mixture of 
fully swollen PPG and brine was used during gel injection for this study. The brine 
concentration (1%) was the same as the one used in PPG preparation. Fully swollen PPG 
and brine were injected into the fracture by using two Isco pump systems at the same 
time, and the gel concentration was changed by injecting PPG and brine at different 
injection ratio. For example, PPG and brine injected with the ratios of 1:1 and 1:2 will 
have gel concentrations of 1.36% and 0.91%, respectively. The gel concentration in the 
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base case experiment was 2.73% since pure PPG without brine was injected into the 
fracture. 40 fracture volumes of the mixture were injected into the 0.04 in. wide fractures 
at a fixed total rate of 120 cm3/hr. The PPG and brine injection rates for 1.36% gel 
concentration were both fixed at 60 cm3/hr; and the rates for 0.91% gel concentration 
were 40 cm3/hr and 80 cm3/hr for PPG and brine injections, respectively. Table 13 
summarizes the results in gel placement. The average pressure gradients decreased 
dramatically with the decrease in the gel concentration. The stabilized average pressure 
gradients ranged from 46 to 17 psi/ft for gel concentration ranging from 2.73% to 0.91%. 
This observation was not expected considering the injected PPG particle size was larger 
than the fracture width (0.04 inch). The gel particles normally would get trapped in the 
fracture leaving more concentrated fluids in the fracture. Once the gel particles fill out the 
fracture volume, the fracture conductivity should be similar considering the same mass of 
PPG was required to break through the fracture. However, lower gel concentration means 
less gel particles were forced to “squeeze” through the fracture with a fixed rate 
indicating less flow resistance would be expected during the injection. Another finding is 
more fracture volumes were required to make lower gel concentration injections break 
through fractures. Compared to the 3.2 fracture volumes for gel breakthrough in the base 
case, it took 8.6 and 11.3 fracture volumes of fluid injection to break though the fracture 
for the mixed injections with gel concentration of 1.36% and 0.91%. PPG injections with 
lower gel concentration contains less amount of fully swollen PPG particles which will 
lead to more fracture volumes of fluid injection required to fill out the fracture. To 
summarize the results, gel injection with lower gel concentration took more fracture 
volumes to fill out the fracture, but it required less fracture gradient for the injection. 
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Table 14 summarized the results in brine injection after gel placement. 30 fracture 
volumes of 1% brine were injected at a fixed rate of 120 cm3/hr. The average pressure 
gradient didn’t change much when the gel concentration was reduced from 2.73% to 
0.91%. The pressure gradient after brine injection ranged between 9.5 and 8.9 psi/ft for 
all three gel concentrations. It indicates gel injections with different gel concentrations 
can reduce the fracture conductivity to the same level in a given fracture. It also suggests 
PPG injection with lower gel concentrations is able to achieve the same water blocking 
effects in the fracture system while requiring less injecting pressure compared to higher 
gel concentration treatments. If it’s true, significant economic advantages may be realized 
for PPG treatments prepared with low gel concentrations to reduce the injection pressure 
in field applications. However, the fracture width was relatively small compared to the 
gel particle size signifying gel particles tended to stay in the fractures. In wider fractures, 
gel particles may get washed out easily. Obviously, more work is needed to fully 
understand the PPG propagation behavior through fractures. 
 
Conclusions 
In this study, semi-transparent fracture models were constructed to investigate 
swollen PPG propagation through open fractures. The following conclusions were based 
on the data presented and apply to the tested PPG samples under the experimental 
conditions described: 
• During gel placement, PPG propagates like a piston along a fracture when the 
fracture width is smaller than or similar to the particle size; When the fracture 
width is larger than the particle size, gravity will dominate the PPG movement 
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and the bottom part of the PPG front propagates faster than the top part of the gel 
front. 
• Swollen PPG forms a gel pack after placement in a fracture, and injected brine 
breaks through the permeable gel pack to create several channels, allowing water 
to flow through the fracture. In wider fractures, water tends to flow through the 
bottom part of the gel pack.  
• Progressive plugging was not observed in any part of the fracture model during 
PPG extrusion. Swollen PPG showed an apparent shear-thinning behavior during 
extrusion through fractures. 
• The degree of dehydration in PPG placement is much less significant compared to 
that in in-situ gel systems. PPG dehydration decreases with increased gel injection 
rate, fracture width, and brine concentration in a given fracture model. 
• When the fracture width is smaller or similar to the gel particle size, the particle 
gel can reduce fracture permeability to the same level. 
• Injecting PPG prepared with higher brine concentration can block the fractures 
better. However, this approach is accompanied by significantly higher pressure 
gradients during gel placement. 
• PPG injection with lower gel concentrations was able to achieve the same water 
blocking effects in fractures while requiring less injecting pressure. Significant 
economic advantages may be realized for PPG treatments prepared with low gel 
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Table 1. Typical Characteristics of Preformed Particle Gels 
Properties Value 
Absorption Deionized Water (g/g) >200 
Apparent Bulk Density (g/l) 540 
Moisture Content (%) 5 
pH Value 5.5-6.0 (+/- 0.5; 1% gel in 0.9% NaCl) 
 
Table 2. Size Distribution of Preformed Particle Gel 
Sieves (Mesh) Size (microns) Content (percent) 
20 >830 12.01 
40 380~830 75.32 
60 250~380 12.46 
80 180~250 0.20 
100 150~180 0.01 
120 120~150 0 
>120 <120 0 
 








Small  0.0026 150 * 150 0.0041 
Medium  0.007 80 * 80 0.0060 
Large  0.013 40 * 40 0.0120 
 
Table 4. PPG Concentrations for Fully Swollen PPG Prepared with Different Brine 
Concentrations 







Table 5. Effect of Injection Rate on Gel Propagation in 0.04-inch Fracture 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04-in. 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 60 120 240 480 960 
Superficial velocity in the fracture, cm/hr 120 240 480 960 1920 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 40 40 40 40 40 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 39 46 49 53 57 
Gel front arrival at core end, fracture volumes 5.3 3.2 2.6 2.1 1.9 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 63 50 42 37 32 
Final fraction of flow produced from matrix, % 34 25 20 17 15 
 
Table 6. Effect of Injection Rate on Brine Injection after PPG Placement in 0.04-inch 
Fracture 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04-in. 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 60 120 240 480 960 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 30 30 30 30 30 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 5.7 9.5 12.1 13.2 13.5 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 78 71 65 53 46 
Final fraction of flow produced from matrix, % 40 36 31 24 19 
 
Table 7. Effect of Fracture Width on Gel Propagation 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf) 9×2 in. 
Fracture width, in. 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.20 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 60 120 180 600 
Superficial velocity in the fracture, cm/hr 240 240 240 240 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 40 40 40 40 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 91 46 26 14 
Gel front arrival at core end, fracture volumes 4.8 3.2 2.7 1.5 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 59 50 34 8 




Table 8. Effect of Fracture Width on Brine Injection after PPG Placement 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf) 9×2 in. 
Fracture width, in. 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.20 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 60 120 180 600 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 30 30 30 30 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 10.1 9.5 9.7 7.7 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 75 71 65 44 
Final fraction of flow produced from matrix, % 42 36 35 12 
 
Table 9. Effect of PPG Particle Size on Gel Propagation 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04 in. 
Mesh size, meshes 40 80 150 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 120 120 120 
Superficial velocity in the fracture, cm/hr 240 240 240 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 40 40 40 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 46 42 39 
Gel front arrival at core end, fracture volumes 3.2 2.9 2.5 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 52 47 43 
Final fraction of flow produced from matrix, % 25 26 21 
 
Table 10. Effect of PPG Particle Size on Brine Injection after PPG Placement 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04 in. 
Mesh size, meshes 40 80 150 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 120 120 120 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 30 30 30 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 9.5 8.9 5.3 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 71 58 34 




Table 11. Effect of Brine Concentration on Gel Propagation 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04 in. 
Brine concentration, % 0.25 1.0 10 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 120 120 120 
Superficial velocity in the fracture, cm/hr 240 240 240 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 40 40 40 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 28 46 73 
Gel front arrival at core end, fracture volumes 5.1 3.2 1.8 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 58 50 29 
Final fraction of flow produced from matrix, % 30 25 12 
 
Table 12. Effect of Brine Concentration on Brine Injection after PPG Placement 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04 in. 
Brine concentration, % 0.25 1.0 10 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 120 120 120 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 30 30 30 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 4.3 9.5 26 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 56 71 85 
Final fraction of flow produced from matrix, % 27 36 39 
 
Table 13. Effect of Gel Concentration on Gel Propagation 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04 in. 
Gel concentration, % 2.73 1.36 0.91 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 120 120 120 
Superficial velocity in the fracture, cm/hr 240 240 240 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 40 40 40 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 46 22 17 
Gel front arrival at core end, fracture volumes 3.2 8.6 11.3 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 50 19 11 





Table 14. Effect of Gel Concentration on Brine Injection after PPG Placement 
Fracture dimension (Lf×hf×wf) 9×2×0.04 in. 
Gel concentration, % 2.73 1.36 0.91 
Injection rate, cm3/hr 120 120 120 
Total fracture volumes of gel injected 30 30 30 
Average pressure gradient, psi/ft 9.5 8.9 9.2 
Peak fraction of matrix flow, % 71 62 57 






Figure 1. Schematic diagram of semi-transparent fracture model. 
 
 
Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of semi-transparent fracture model. 
 
 












(a)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel started to move in the fracture (t = 0.2 PV) 
 
(b)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel front half way through the core (t = 1.5 PV) 
 
(c)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel front close to core end (t = 2.5 PV) 
 
(d)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel front arrival at core end (t = 3.2 PV) 





Figure 5. Pressure behavior in the fracture taps during swollen PPG injection in 0.04-
inch fracture. 
 
Figure 6. Pressure behavior in the matrix tap during swollen PPG injection in 0.04-
inch fracture. 
Fracture volumes of PPG injected








































Figure 7. Fractional flow measured at the core outlet during gel injection (120 cm3/hr) 
in 0.04-inch fracture. 
 
 
Figure 8. Calculated brine flow in the porous rock during gel injection in 0.04-inch 
fracture. 
  
(a) Swollen PPG particle
Figure 9. Swollen PPG particles (prepared in 1% brine) before and after gel injection.
 



























        


















Figure 11. Fraction of flow produced from the porous rock during gel injection into 






(a)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 0 PV) 
 
(b)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 0.8 PV) 
 
(c)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 1.5 PV) 
 
(d)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 2.5 PV) 
 
(e)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 5 PV) 





Figure 13. Pressure behavior in the fracture taps during brine injection after PPG 
placement in 0.04-inch fracture. 
 
 
Figure 14. Fractional flow measured at the core outlet during brine injection  
(120 cm3/hr). 
Fracture volumes of gel injected
























wf = 0.04 in.
Fracture volumes of gel injected
























Figure 15. Residual resistance factor behavior during brine injection (120 cm3/hr). 
 
 
Figure 16. Final residual resistance factor at various injection rates during brine 
injection. 
Fracture volumes of gel injected
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Figure 17. Pressure gradients during PPG extrusion with injection velocity of 240 
ft/day through open fractures. 
  
240 ft/day































(a)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel started to move in the fracture (t = 0.1 PV) 
 
(b)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel moved half way through the core (t = 0.5 PV) 
 
(c)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel front close to core end (t = 1.2 PV) 
 
(d)-Gel movement during PPG injection-gel front arrival at core end (t = 1.5 PV) 





(a)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 0.2 PV) 
 
(b)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 0.5 PV) 
 
(c)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 1.2 PV) 
 
(d)-Brine movement during brine injection into gel pack in the fracture (t = 2 PV) 




III. A Method to Evaluate the Rheological Behavior of Swollen 
Superabsorbent Polymer-Screen Model Experiments 
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(Submitted for publication as an article in SPE Journal) 
Abstract 
A comprehensive method was developed to quantitatively evaluate the rheological 
behavior of swollen superabsorbent polymer (SAP) used for conformance improvement 
through porous media, and a screen extrusion model was designed for this purpose. The 
rheological properties of a commercial SAP gel were measured as a function of the 
effects of brine concentration (swelling ratio), screen size, and sample repacking. The 
transport mechanisms of the gel particles through the screen models were investigated, 
and the dominant transport patterns were identified. Each gel sample tested had a 
characteristic yield pressure and a shear-rate-dependent apparent viscosity, which were 
successfully used to model the rheological behavior of the gel samples. Correlation 
models based on screen models were developed to determine the apparent viscosity 
during gel injection through an open fracture. Validation results from out-of-range data 
indicated that screen model tests can be used to predict the rheological behavior of gel 





Superabsorbent polymer (SAP) materials, often referred to as preformed particle gel 
(PPG) in oil industry, are hydrophilic gels that can absorb and retain large amounts of 
water or saline solutions (Brannon-Peppasand and Harland, 1990). They can uptake water 
as high as 1000 times their own weight (Buchholz and Graham, 1998). Because of their 
three-dimensional structure, SAPs do not dissolve in the solution media (Kabiri and 
Zohuriaan-Mehr, 2008). The super-swelling characteristics of SAPs make them ideal for 
use in water-absorbing applications, such as disposable diapers, feminine napkins, 
agriculture, cosmetics, and absorbent pads (Kudel, 1985; Green and Perry, 2008). SAPs 
have been applied successfully for conformance improvement for nearly 15 years (Coste 
et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2010; Bai et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2013). The desired features of 
SAPs used in oilfield applications include a large swelling ratio and high gel strength 
(Bai et al., 2013). 
While most previous studies on SAPs have focused on the absorbency and swelling 
rate (Kabiri and Zohuriaan-Mehr, 2003) or their rheological properties in bulk measured 
by rheometer and viscometer, few studies have considered the rheological behavior of 
fully swollen SAP gels through porous media. The properties of such particles commonly 
are assessed qualitatively based on visual and tactile evaluation (Riccardo, 1994). 
Ramazani-Harandi (2006) noted that the strength of the gel particles can be determined 
by pressing the particles between one’s fingers. However, only an experienced person can 
discern the difference between samples. Researchers have proposed several methods by 
which to evaluate the rheological behavior of bulk gel quantitatively. For instance, 
Gardner (1983) used rheometers to study the rheology of relatively weak gels and 
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polymers. Meister (1985) designed a simple gel strength tester with a 30-mesh screen to 
quantitatively compare strong bulk gels. Smith (1989) developed a similar screen model 
to quantify the gel strength of weak bulk gels using screen packs of 100-mesh size. 
Riccardo (1994) proposed measuring the gel strength based on the maximum diameter of 
a steel ball that could settle through the gel. The gel strength is linked directly to the size 
and weight required for a steel ball to settle to the bottom of the gel. However, the 
rheological behavior of dispersed gel in porous media is complex and usually different 
than rheological properties measured in bulk. Thus, a comprehensive method is needed to 
quantitatively evaluate the rheology of swollen SAP gel particles through porous media. 
In the study described in this paper, a method was developed that enables the 
comparison of rheological properties across numerous SAP gels in porous media. 
Directly injecting SAP gels into porous media, such as fracture models, usually is time 
consuming (Zhang, 2011). Thus, a simple screen model was designed to evaluate the 
rheological behavior of gel extrusion through porous media. Each gel’s rheological 
behavior was evaluated based on the yield pressure, which is the minimum pressure 
required to make gel particles move, and the gel’s apparent viscosity, which reflects the 
flow resistance in gel transport. The SAP samples were allowed to swell to their 
maximum capacity in four concentrations of brine solution before being subjected to 
pressure in the apparatus using screens of various sizes. This work aims both to establish 
an effective method by which to quantitatively evaluate the rheological behavior of 





Screen Model. The developed screen model consists of a long, acrylic tube to which end 
plates are attached by two flanges using steel rods and nuts, as shown in Fig. 1. The top 
flange has one hole connected to an ISCO pump by tubing and fitting. The bottom flange 
has multiple holes that allow the gel particles to flow through without extra pressure. A 
piston was inserted into the acrylic tube to prevent direct contact between injected fluids 
and the SAP particles. Screens of various mesh sizes were placed between the gel 
particles and the bottom flange. The pressure from the pumped water pushed the piston, 
which forced the swollen SAP particles to pass through the wire cloth mesh at the end of 
the tube. This model worked under a pressure of 1,000 psi. All experiments were 
conducted at room temperature. A digital pressure gauge with a maximum pressure of 
600 psi and accuracy of 0.1% was mounted in the lower part of the transparent acrylic 
tube to check the pressure added on the screen. 
Three stainless wire cloths were chosen with screen meshes of 150, 80, and 40, 
respectively. Table 1 shows the parameters of these screens. The wire cloths were cut into 
small circles 2 inches in diameter. A total of 12 experiments were conducted to study the 
effect of the brine concentration used to prepare the swollen gel particles, the injection 
rate, and the mesh size on the particle gel injection pressure. Figure 2 shows the 
schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
Superabsorbent Polymer. A commercial SAP consisting primarily of a potassium salt 
of crosslinked polyacrylamide copolymer was selected for the experiments. Before 
swelling, SAP is a dry, white, granular powder. Table 1 lists some typical characteristics 
of the SAP used in this study, and Table 2 shows the size distribution of the SAP 
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particles, as determined by a sieving test. In aqueous solutions, SAP can absorb a large 
amount of water because of a hydrogen bond with the water molecules, although the 
concentration of sodium chloride affects its capacity to adsorb water. Fig. 3 depicts a 
comparison of dry and fully swollen SAP samples. Four swollen SAP samples were 
prepared using four different brine (sodium chloride from Sigma Aldrich) weight 
concentrations (0.05, 0.25, 1, and 10%) with swelling ratios of 194, 98, 52, and 32, 
respectively. Fully swollen SAPs without excess (free) water were used for all 
experiments. Figure 4 shows the particle size of fully swollen SAP samples prepared in 
different brine concentrations before injection. 
Experimental Setup. The swollen SAP samples, without excess water, were prepared as 
follows: 
• An empty beaker was filled partially with the desired concentration of brine. 
• Depending on the brine concentration, 10 to 20 g of the dry SAP powder was 
added slowly to the brine solution. The mixture then was stirred for 5 to 10 
minutes. 
• The sample was allowed to swell completely with evidence of the existence of 
excess water. The process took approximately 2 to 3 hours. 
• The excess brine solution was separated from the swollen SAP particles by 
placing the latter on a 150-mesh screen and then collecting the swollen SAP 






The experimental setup for screen tests was as follows: 
• The piston was inserted into the top of the transparent acrylic tube. The tube then 
was packed with a swollen SAP sample prepared using the desired brine 
concentration. 
• A screen was placed above the holes in the bottom cap. 
• Using the metal rods, the packed tube then was set on the bottom cap, and the top 
cap was placed on top of the transparent acrylic cylinder with the piston at the top.  
• The apparatus then was tightly secured using washers and nuts. 
• A pressure gauge was connected to the bottom of the transparent acrylic tube to 
monitor pressure changes with the injection rate. 
• Any air gaps in the outlet line of the ISCO pump were eliminated, and the line 
was connected to the top cap of the apparatus and tightened to prevent leaks. 
The experimental procedure for screen tests was as follows: 
• Distilled water was filled in to release the air between the piston and the top cap. 
• Distilled water was pumped into the screen model at a constant injection rate of 1 
ml/min until the piston started to move. 
• The flow rate was switched to 0.1 ml/min, and the pressure response was 
monitored until reaching a constant pressure. 
• The process was repeated with multiple injection flow rates, and the pressure at 
which each injection rate remained stable was recorded. 
• The procedure was repeated until the pressure differences were negligible, even 
when the injection rate increase was significant. 
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This procedure was repeated for each screen and each brine concentration, and 
pressure was monitored during the entire process. 
 
Experimental Results 
Figure 5 shows the effect of the brine concentration and flow rate on the injection 
pressure of swollen SAP particles in the screen tests with screen meshes of 150, 80, and 
40. The figure indicates that the injection pressure increased with the brine concentration 
in a given screen at a constant injection flow rate. For example, at an injection rate of 0.2 
ml/min, the injection pressures for SAPs prepared with 0.05, 0.25, 1, and 10 wt% brine 
were 41, 70, 120, and 210 psi, respectively, for the 150-mesh screen model. Before 
conducting the experiments, we hypothesized that the injection pressure for the sample 
prepared with a low brine concentration would be higher than that for the sample 
prepared with a high brine concentration because the swollen particle size was larger in 
lower brine concentrations. However, the experimental results showed a completely 
different trend. One may infer that the softness or deformability of swollen particles had 
more of an effect on the SAP injection pressure than did the particle size of the swollen 
SAP because the swollen particles in high-salinity brine are much harder and less 
deformable than those in low-salinity brine. Figure 5 also indicates that the injection 
pressure increased as the mesh decreased. For example, with an injection flow rate of 0.1 
ml/min and a brine concentration of 0.05%, the SAP injection pressures for meshes of 
150, 80, and 40 were 32, 22, and 9 psi, respectively. 
Injectivity, defined as the flow rate divided by the pressure, is an important measure 
of the difficulty of injecting a gel, with higher injectivity indicating easier injection. 
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Figure 6 illustrates that injectivity decreased with brine concentration, meaning that 
swollen SAP particles prepared with a lower-concentration brine were easier to inject into 
a screen than those prepared with a high-concentration brine. Because the swollen 
particle size is larger and more deformable in low-concentration brine than in high-
concentration brine, the deformability of swollen particles influences gel injectivity more 
strongly than does the particle size. Gel injectivity depends highly on the flow rate and 
increases linearly with an increase in the flow rate, as shown in Fig. 6. This relationship 
differs completely from water injection in that water injectivity does not change with the 
flow rate. Water injection and particle gel injection differ because water is a Newtonian 
fluid, but swollen SAP particles are pseudoplastic materials. Particle gel injectivity 
increases with larger screen pore opening sizes. 
Understanding the transport mechanisms of the gel particles through the screen model 
is important because different transport patterns can greatly affect the gel pressure 
behavior and injectivity. Although a swollen SAP gel particle is elastic, deformable, and 
able to move more easily through a porous medium than a normal particle, the 
deformability and elasticity are limited (Bai et al., 2007). The fully swollen SAP gel 
particles used in this study were larger than the screen pore opening sizes, so four 
possible transport patterns existed; these were trap, “deform and pass,” “shrink and pass,” 
and “snap-off and pass” (Bai et al., 2007). In order to evaluate the transport patterns, the 
gel particles were repacked and forced to go through the screen model several more times 
after the initial pass through the screen. The pressure behavior and particle images were 
compared before and after the repacking process. Figure 7 depicts the microscopic 
images of gel particles prepared with 0.05% brine after the initial and second passes 
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through various sizes of screens. The size of the gel particles prepared with the same 
brine concentration decreased with the screen pore opening size. Compared to the images 
presented in Fig. 4 of gel particles before injection, the gel particle size shown in Fig. 7 
greatly decreased after the initial pass through the screen models. The average diameter 
of the gel particles prepared in 0.05% brine decreased from 3.5 mm to 0.1, 0.2, and 1 mm 
for 150, 80, and 40-mesh screens, respectively, after the initial pass. The geometry of the 
particles passing through various screen sizes was also different. The gel particles passing 
through the 150- and 80-mesh screens became stretched and elongated, while those 
passing through the 40-mesh screens retained their original shape. One may easily 
identify the dominant transport patterns by referring to the screen pore opening sizes 
listed in Table 3. The main transport pattern for the initial pass of swollen gel particles 
through 150- and 80-mesh screens can be categorized as “snap-off and pass,” as the gel 
particles were broken into much smaller particles by the pore throats. However, several 
patterns could occur simultaneously when the gel particles move through the screen (Bai 
et al., 2007); therefore, the transport patterns for the initial pass through 40-mesh screen  
possibly represent the combined effects of “shrink and pass” and “snap-off and pass,” as 
the particles reverted to their original shape and were much larger than the screen pore 
opening. Comparing the images after the initial pass with those after the second pass in 
Fig. 7 reveals no further gel particle breakdown. Therefore, “deform and pass” can be 
used to characterize the particle transport in the second screen pass. 
The particle transport patterns can be confirmed further with the pressure behavior in 
the repacking experiments, as shown in Fig. 8. The injection pressure was noticeably 
smaller during the two repacking tests than during the initial pass. The initial gel particles 
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had to overcome a lot of resistance in order to transport through the screens during the 
first screen pass, while the shredded gel particles after the first pass were smaller, 
allowing them to pass through more easily. These findings were consistent with the 
microscopic images shown in Fig. 7. The similar pressure trends during the repacking 
tests indicate that the gel particles moved through the screens without further breakdown 
during the second and third passes. Figure 9 illustrates the injectivity results for the 
repacking tests. Higher injectivity was observed during the repacking tests, indicating 
that gel particles passed through the screens more easily due to their reduced particle size. 
 
Gel Rheology Evaluation 
The screen model provided a quantitative comparison of the rheological behavior of 
different swollen gel samples, presented in the form of pressure drop (∆ ) versus 
extrusion rate () curves for each gel formulation. If the pressure behavior curve shifted 
up from the origin, the gel had a yield pressure (∆). Each of the gels tested in this study 
had a yield pressure value, which was found by extrapolating the gel strength curve to a 
zero extrusion rate. Figure 10 shows the yield pressure obtained from the pressure drop 
curves versus various extrusion rates and screen sizes. The yield pressure increased with 
larger brine concentrations and decreased as the screen pore opening size increased. 
Figure 11 shows the effect of the number of passes through the screen models on the 
yield pressure for SAP samples prepared in 0.05% brine. The yield pressure decreased 
after the initial pass through the screen models and tended to stabilize in the subsequent 
repacking tests. This finding served as another indication that the gel particles tended to 
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break into smaller pieces after the snap-off process in the initial screen pass. No further 
breakdown occurred during the second or third pass. 
The term “gel rheology” is used here as a general term to include both the gel’s yield 
pressure and its apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate. Yield pressure is a measure 
of the resistance to flow of a gel while stationary; the gel’s apparent viscosity is a 
measure of resistance to flow while in motion (Meister, 1985). Armour and Cannon 
(1968) performed a series of experiments on the flow resistance of bulk gel using wire 
gauzes with different parameters and weaves. They presented a generalized model 
correlating their results with many other cases, taking into account the essential 
geometrical parameters of wire gauzes, which include the specific surface area and void 
volume, as well as the type of weave. The correlation equation reflects the reciprocal 
dependence of the friction factor on the Reynolds number and the asymptotic values of 
the friction factor. The general correlation of the screen friction factor, which applies to 
the flow through all types of woven metal screens, is described as: 
 =  + 2                                                            (1) 
where	 is the friction factor,  is the Reynolds number, and A1 and A2 are coefficients 
derived from experimental data and equal 8.61 and 0.52, respectively (Armour and 
Cannon, 1968), for all types of woven metal screens. 
The friction factor and Reynolds number in Eq. (1) can be determined using 
following equations: 
 = ∆∅!/(#$%&)                                                  (2) 
 = %&/((!!)(!)                                                 (3) 
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where ∆ is the pressure drop for fluid flow through the screen, ∅ is the screen porosity, 
! is the pore diameter or void opening, # is the tortuosity factor for the screen (for the 
plain, square type of woven screens used in this study, # = 1), $ is the screen thickness, 
% is the fluid density (for all SAP samples used in this study, % ≈ 1 gm/ml), & is the 
incoming velocity of the fluid passing through the screen,  is the fluid viscosity (the 
gel’s apparent viscosity), and )( is the specific surface area for the screen (Wu et al., 
2005). 
Integrating Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) and solving the gel’s apparent viscosity 
yields: 
(!! = ∆,∅-../01-23 − 53/./01-67                                                   (4) 
In this study, the velocity of the gel can be calculated as: 
& = /%8                                                                 (5) 
where  is the injection rate of the gel, and 8 is the area of the screen in the model (8 = 
5.067cm2 or 0.785 in2). 
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) yields: 
(!! = ∆,∅-59../01-2: − :/./01-679                                              (6) 
Applying the parameters for each screen size from Table 1 yields the following: 
(!!;8< = (6.432 × 10/) A∆,: B − (1.194 × 10/)                          (7) 
(!!.;8< = (2.003 × 10/) A∆,: B − (2.744 × 10/)                          (8) 
(!!E;8< = (6.272 × 10/) A∆,: B − (5.202 × 10/)                          (9) 
where (!! is in cp, ∆ is in psi, and  is in ml/min for the screen tests. 
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This calculated viscosity is used as the gel’s apparent viscosity for each set of (, 
∆ ), and the yield pressure (∆ ) is incorporated to obtain the equation for the 
corresponding shear rate (F) from Eq. (10): 
∆ − ∆ = G(!!F                                                  (10) 
where c is the conversion factor (G = 1.45 × 10H psi*sec/cp), F is the shear rate (s-1). 
Figure 12 depicts the relationship of apparent viscosities and shear rates calculated 
using the presented equations. The fact that the apparent viscosity value decreased as the 
shear rate increased indicates that all of the swollen SAP samples were shear-thinning 
materials. 
The apparent viscosity for non-Newtonian fluids can be expressed using the power-
law model (Bourgoyne, 1991): 
(!! = IFJ                                                    (11) 
where I is the flow consistency constant (Pa·sn), and K is the flow behavior index. These 
terms, also called the Ostwald-de Waele flow indices, represent the degree of non-
Newtonian behavior of the fluids. 
Figure 13 shows changes in the flow consistency constant (I) and flow behavior 
index (K) with several rounds of passes through 150-mesh screen models at different 
brine concentrations. Similar values were obtained for both parameters in the repacked 
passes, indicating that the gel particle changed only after the initial pass. Also, the flow 
behavior index decreased with an increase in the brine concentration, while the flow 
consistency constant showed an inverse trend. The flow behavior index may be related to 
the gel particle size; it increased significantly when the original gel particles broke into 
smaller pieces during the extrusion through the screen in the initial pass. 
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Table 4 lists the flow consistency constant (I) and the flow behavior index (K) for all 
gel samples and screen models tested in this study. Using the fitting equations in the 
various screen models, the rheological behavior of the gel in terms of the yield pressure 
and apparent viscosity can be evaluated quantitatively, and the performance of numerous 
swollen SAP products for reservoir applications can be compared. In addition, this 
method also may be used to evaluate other fluids, such as thick drilling muds. 
 
Correlation of Screen Models and Fractures 
To apply this gel rheology work, core flooding tests should be used to correlate the 
gel performance in fracture models. If correlations are found, gel parameters then can be 
used to optimize the gel treatment design before running fracture experiments. The 
reported results of open fracture models (Zhang, 2011) were used for this correlation 
work because the same SAP samples were used. In this study, an open fracture model 
was constructed using two acrylic plates with a rubber O-ring between them. Bolts, nuts, 
and shims were used to fix the two plates and control the fracture width. On one side of 
the plate, a hole functioned as an inlet for the injection of fluids; on the other side, 
another hole provided an outlet to discharge fluids. The pressure transducers were 
connected to the inlet to record the fracture pressure. The model spanned 55 cm in length 
and 10 cm in height. Three fracture widths (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm) were used in the gel 
placement. Brine was injected into the fracture model first, and then fully swollen SAP 
particles were extruded into the fracture model by an ISCO pump through an 
accumulator; the gel injection pressure was recorded. The resistance factor, the ratio of 
brine mobility before gel placement to gel mobility during placement, was used to 
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evaluate the flow resistance of a gel flowing through porous media, as is typical. The 
apparent viscosity of gel at room temperature is the same as the resistance factor. 
Eq. (11) can be modified in the following general form for gel rheology in fracture 
models: 
(!! = LMIFNO∙J                                             (12) 
where K and n are the flow consistency constant and the flow behavior index determined 
from the screen model, and aw and bw are fracture-width-dependent coefficients 
determined through the following regression procedure: 
(1) The experimentally determined flow behavior index n and the flow consistency 
constant K were based on the tested screen model and brine concentration, as 
shown in Table 4, while the shear rate F  and gel apparent viscosity (!!  (or 
resistance factor Fr) were calculated in the fracture experiments; 
(2) The non-linear regression technique was applied to generate the regression for 
these experimental data. Data pertaining to the apparent viscosity of gel with the 
same brine concentration in the fracture experiments was used in the regression 
process; 
(3) The correlations developed were compared in terms of R2 values to ensure the 
accuracy of the model; those with an R2 value above 0.95 were considered 
accurate. Proper equations for gel apparent viscosity (!! were constructed if the 
new correlations were accurate; 
(4) The regression procedure was repeated to correlate coefficients aw and bw with 
fracture width w. Then, aw and bw were substituted with the new fitting equations 
based on fracture width w (in mm) in Eq. (12) if accurate correlations were found; 
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(5) After obtaining the models to predict the apparent viscosities of gel, validation 
tests were conducted to ensure their applicability to out-of-range predictions. Out-
of-range predictions are the calculated values that are not included in the data 
sample for the correlation procedure. 
The apparent viscosities and shear rates calculated in the fracture models appear in 
Fig. 14. Similar gel rheology in screen models was observed in the fracture models, with 
all corresponding swollen SAP gels having lower apparent viscosities and higher shear 
rates. The parameters in 80-mesh screen models, as shown in Table 4, were used in the 
regression procedure as an example. The fitting curves shown in Fig. 14 gave good 
correlations of the gel performance in fracture models using the gel strength parameters 
obtained from the screen models. All fitting equations were able to predict the gel 
performance in fractures with correlation coefficients above 0.975. Table 5 shows the 
fracture-width-dependent coefficients aw and bw used in the fitting equations for all gel 
samples and fracture models. 
Figure 15 depicts the correlation of coefficients aw and bw with fracture width w (in 
mm), as well as the proper fitting equations. Then, Eq. (12) can be used to predict the 
apparent viscosity of gel in various fracture models by integrating the fitting equations 
for aw and bw. 
The apparent viscosity of swollen SAP gel prepared in 0.05% brine is: 
(!! = (2.812 × 10E	 − 7.5 × 10/)I.;8<F(.EMR./H)∙JSTUVW9X      (13) 
The apparent viscosity of swollen SAP gel prepared in 0.25% brine is: 
(!! = (3.612 × 10E	 + 4.873 × 10)I.;8<F(.EMR.E/H)∙JSTUVW9X      (14) 
The apparent viscosity of swollen SAP gel prepared in 1% brine is: 
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(!! = (2.483 × 10E	 − 2.061 × 10)I.;8<F(./Y/MR./EZ)∙JSTUVW9X      (15) 
The apparent viscosity of swollen SAP gel prepared in 10% brine is: 
(!! = (2.532 × 10E	 − 7.9 × 10/)I.;8<F(./EMR.YE)∙JSTUVW9X      (16) 
Validation tests were conducted to ensure the applicability of these models to out-of-
range predictions. The gel samples injected at 25 and 30 ml/min flow rates in the fracture 
models were not included in the data used for the correlations, but were used to validate 
the models. The newly developed models were used to determine the apparent viscosity 
of gel in the fracture models. The corresponding apparent viscosity was calculated for 
three different fracture widths, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm. Tables 6-9 list the experimental 
apparent viscosity and the value calculated using the fitting equations. The absolute 
average relative error was found to be 2.66%, indicating that the newly developed 
correlations can be used to determine the apparent viscosity of the swollen SAP gels 
flowing through fracture models with only a small relative error. Additionally, a single 
group of screen tests can be applied to assess the rheological behavior of SAP gels. 
However, many more experiments with various fracture dimensions are required to 




In this study, experiments were conducted to quantitatively evaluate the rheological 
behavior of the swollen SAP samples using screen models. The major aspects of this 
study were as follows: 
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• An effective method of using screen extrusion models to evaluate the rheological 
behavior of swollen SAP particles was established to quantitatively compare 
various PPGs used for conformance improvement applications. 
• Each gel sample tested had a characteristic yield pressure and a shear-rate-
dependent apparent viscosity, which were used successfully to model the 
rheological behavior of various SAP gel samples. 
• A variety of properties (pressure trends, injectivity, etc.) of fully swollen SAP 
particles were investigated in the screen models. 
• The transport mechanisms of swollen SAP gel particles through the screen models 
were identified, and the dominant transport patterns were found to be “snap-off 
and pass” and “deform and pass,” although multiple patterns often occur 
simultaneously. 
• Correlation models based on screen models were developed to determine the 
apparent viscosity or resistance factor during gel injection through an open 
fracture. Validation results from out-of-range data showed that the tests from a 
single mesh of screen can be used to predict the rheological behavior of gel 
extrusion in fracture models. The absolute average relative errors were found to 
be less than 3%.  
 
Nomenclature 
1, 2 = screen coefficients for friction factor calculation 
8 = area of screen in screen model, 5.067 cm2 
$ = screen thickness, cm 
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G = conversion factor, 1.45 × 10-7psi*sec/cp 
cal = calculated 
! = pore diameter or void opening, cm 
exp = experimental 
 = friction factor 
K= flow consistency constant, Pa·sn 
K  = flow behavior index 
∆ = pressure drop for fluid flow through the screen, psi 
∆ = yield pressure, psi 
)( = specific surface area for the screen, cm-1 
SAP = superabsorbent polymer 
PPG = swollen particle gel 
 = injection rate, ml/sec 
 = Reynolds number 
RRF = residual resistance factor 
& = incoming velocity of the fluid passing through the screen, cm/sec 
	 = fracture width, mm 
# = tortuosity factor for the screen, 1 
∅ = screen porosity 
% = fluid density, g/ml 
F =  shear rate, s-1 
 = fluid viscosity, cp 
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Table 1. Screen Parameters 
Screen 










































Table 2. Typical Characteristics of Selected SAPs 
Properties Value 
Absorption De-ionized Water (g/g) >200 
Apparent Bulk Density (g/l) 540 
Moisture Content (%) 5 
pH Value 5.5-6.0 (+/- 0.5; 1% gel in 0.9% NaCl) 
 
Table 3. Size Distribution of SAP Particles 
Sieves (mesh) Size (microns) Content (percent) 
20 >830 12.01 
40 380~830 75.32 
60 250~380 12.46 
80 180~250 0.20 
100 150~180 0.01 
 
Table 4. Fitting Equations for Apparent Viscosity versus Shear Rate in  
Screen Models	













0.05 4.025×108 0.5245 0.982 
0.25 6.387×108 0.5147 0.973 
1 6.178×108 0.3854 0.992 
10 9.285×108 0.3033 0.993 
 
80 mesh 
0.05 1.437×108 0.4598 0.980 
0.25 1.532×108 0.4538 0.993 
1 2.961×108 0.3643 0.996 
10 3.224×108 0.3251 0.995 
40 Mesh 
0.05 8.564×107 0.4901 0.997 
0.25 1.265×108 0.4370 0.997 
1 2.743×108 0.4442 0.997 
10 4.390×108 0.4476 0.989 
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Table 5. Fitting Equations for Apparent Viscosity as a Function of Shear Rate in 
Fracture Models Based on 80-mesh Screen Model 	




(%) Coefficient (LM) Coefficient (sM) R2 
0.5 
0.05 1.341×10-4 0.8193 0.997 
0.25 2.364×10-4 0.7389 0.999 
1 9.649×10-5 0.6293 0.998 
10 1.097×10-4 0.6278 0.999 
 
1.0 
0.05 2.717×10-4 0.9902 0.998 
0.25 3.958×10-4 0.9818 0.999 
1 2.418×10-4 0.9266 0.999 
10 2.633×10-4 0.9343 0.999 
1.5 
0.05 4.153×10-4 1.2286 0.999 
0.25 5.976×10-4 1.2838 0.975 
1 3.448×10-4 1.3253 0.998 
10 3.629×10-4 1.2824 0.999 
 
Table 6. Validation of the Newly Developed Model (Eq. 13) for SAP Gel Prepared 









Apparent Viscosity (cp) Relative Error (%) 
tu(!!∙v! − (!!∙w(x/(!!∙v!y× 100% Calculated Measured 
0.5 25 16.67 3.263×10
3 3.293×103 0.92 
30 20 2.909×103 2.938×103 0.98 
1.0 25 4.17 1.835×10
4
 1.795×104 -2.21 
30 5 1.664×104 1.625×104 -2.42 
1.5 25 1.85 4.539×10
4
 4.437×104 -2.31 
30 2.22 4.189×104 4.064×104 -3.09 
 
Table 7. Validation of the Newly Developed Model (Eq. 14) for SAP Gel Prepared 









Apparent Viscosity (cp) Relative Error (%) 
tu(!!∙v! − (!!∙w(x/(!!∙v!y× 100% Calculated Measured 
0.5 25 16.67 3.676×10
3 3.522×103 -4.37 
30 20 3.077×103 3.138×103 1.94 
1.0 25 4.17 2.383×10
4 2.337×104 -1.99 
30 5 2.111×104 2.069×104 -2.01 
1.5 25 1.85 6.976×10
4 7.078×104 1.44 
30 2.22 6.460×104 6.560×104 1.52 
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Table 8. Validation of the Newly Developed Model (Eq. 15) for SAP Gel Prepared 









Apparent Viscosity (cp) Relative Error (%) 
tu(!!∙v! − (!!∙w(x/(!!∙v!y× 100% Calculated Measured 
0.5 25 16.67 3.445×10
3
 3.620×103 4.82 
30 20 2.990×103 3.166×103 5.55 
1.0 25 4.17 2.666×10
4
 2.725×104 2.17 
30 5 2.368×104 2.408×104 1.67 
1.5 25 1.85 7.546×10
4
 7.423×104 -1.66 
30 2.22 6.859×104 6.756×104 -1.53 
 
Table 9. Validation of the Newly Developed Model (Eq. 16) for SAP Gel Prepared 









Apparent Viscosity (cp) Relative Error (%) 
tu(!!∙v! − (!!∙w(x/(!!∙v!y× 100% Calculated Measured 
0.5 25 16.67 4.052×10
3 3.910×103 -3.63 
30 20 3.503×103 3.389×103 -3.37 
1.0 25 4.17 2.946×10
4 3.099×104 4.92 
30 5 2.597×104 2.724×104 4.65 
1.5 25 1.85 8.359×10
4 8.168×104 -2.33 




(a) Schematic drawing of screen model
Figure 2.
             
    (b) Picture of screen model
Figure 1. Screen model. 
 
 







(a) Dry SAP sample
Figure 3.
(a) PPG (0.05% brine)
Figure 4. Particle size of fully swollen SAP samples before injection.


















                 (b) Fully swollen SAP sample
 Comparison of dry and swollen SAP samples.
 
             (b) PPG (0.25% brine)              (c) PPG (1% brine)
 
 


























(a) 150-mesh initial pass      (b) 80-mesh initial pass        (c) 40-mesh initial pass 
 
(d) 150-mesh second pass       (e) 80-mesh second pass       (f) 40-mesh second pass 
Figure 7. Microscopic images of gel particles prepared with 0.05% brine after initial 
































Figure 8. Effect of sample repacking on injection pressure for SAP 
Figure 9. Effect of sample repacking on injectivity for SAP samples prepared in 


















Figure 11. Effect of number of passes through the screen model on yield pressure 
for SAP samples prepared in 0.05% brine. 
Brine Concentration



















































Figure 12. Apparent viscosity for various screen models as a function of shear rate 





Figure 13. Effect of brine concentration on the flow consistency constant (K) and 













































































































































n in Initial Pass
n in Second Pass
n in Third Pass
K in Initial Pass
K in Second Pass
K in Third Pass
Fitting Curve for Initial Pass
Fitting Curve for Second Pass









Figure 15. Regression coefficients aw and bw for fracture models as a function of 
























































































































































































































































































































IV. Using Screen Test Results to Predict the Effective Viscosity of 
Swollen Superabsorbent Polymer Particles Extrusion through  
an Open Fracture 
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Abstract 
Superabsorbent polymer particles, also called preformed particle gels (PPG), have been 
successfully applied to reduce water production and enhance oil production in mature 
reservoirs with fractures or super-high permeability streaks/channels. The applied 
particles usually range in size from a few hundred micrometers to a few millimeters and 
are irregular in shape, which make it impossible to measure their rheology behavior using 
a traditional rheometer. A simple method, a screen model test, was designed to evaluate 
the rheological behavior of the swollen PPG. Results show that swollen PPG is a shear-
thinning material that can be expressed using a power law equation from which an 
apparent consistency constant and an apparent flow index can be obtained. Considering 
the shear-thinning properties, we first developed a theoretical mathematical model using 
a general power law equation to predict the pressure gradient of swollen PPG during its 
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extrusion through a fracture. Then we modified the model by correlating screen test 
results with fracture experiment results so that the apparent consistency constant and the 
apparent flow index obtained from screen tests were introduced to replace the consistency 
constant and flow index from general power law equation. These correlations correlated 
effective viscosity with flow rate, fracture width, apparent consistency constant and 
apparent flow index together. The newly developed correlations were validated and the 
results show that a single group of screen test measurements can be applied to determine 
the effective viscosity of PPG in a fracture with limited errors. 
 
1. Introduction 
Gel treatments have been widely used in conformance control for oil and gas 
reservoirs.1-4 A successful gel treatment can effectively reduce gas channeling or 
fractures without damaging hydrocarbon productivity. Traditionally, in-situ bulk gels are 
often used in oil fields. Polymer and crosslinker are injected simultaneously into a target 
formation and react to form gel in reservoir conditions to fully or partially seal the 
formation. The in-situ gels have several drawbacks for in-depth diversion treatments, 
such as lack of gelation time control, uncertainness of gelling due to shear degradation, 
chromatographic fractionation or change of gelant compositions, and dilution by 
formation water.5-10 Recently, preformed particle gels have been widely studied and 
applied for conformance control. These gels are formed in surface facilities before 
injection and no gelation occurs in the reservoir; therefore, the gelation process is not 
affected by formation environments. Commercially available preformed particle gels 
include millimeter-sized preformed particle gel (PPG)8-10, microgels5-7,11-12, pH sensitive 
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crosslinked polymer13-14, and Bright Water®,15-16.  They differ in size, swelling rate and 
swelling ratio. Microgel was applied to ten gas storage wells to reduce water 
production.12 Bright Water® was also used in more than 10 well treatments in mature oil 
fields.17  PPG have been applied in more than 2,000 wells to control the water flow in 
fractures or fracture-like channels/streaks in mature oil fields.18 It is important to 
understand how the swollen PPG behaves during its flow through fractures in order to 
optimize a PPG treatment design. 
During gel injection, the injectivity, the ratio of flow rate to pressure drop, depends on 
several factors such as fracture width, gel viscosity, flow rate, and etc.19-21 Extensive 
efforts have been made to determine and quantify the gel viscosity and injection pressure 
of gel in porous media, both theoretically and experimentally, but all of the work was 
focused on in-situ bulk gels. Seright has extensively investigated the effect of fracture 
conductivity or tube diameter and gel injection rate on in-situ extrusion behavior through 
open fractures and tubes20, 22-24. Extensive studies have been conducted to understand the 
propagation of bulk gels through fractures and high permeability sandpacks.25-27 
Extrusion experiments using fractures can directly obtain the gel rheology properties in 
fractures and provide a wealth of data, but they are both expensive (for core materials and 
casting) and time-consuming (three to four days per experiment, with one to two weeks 
of setup time). Rheology measurements are often used to characterize bulk gels and 
gelants that are used for conformance control.28-36 Wang and Seright tried to correlate 
their rheology measurement results with the data from the experiments of bulk gel 
extrusion through fractured cores. 19-21, 37  
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The preformed gel particles that are applied for conformance control usually range in 
size from a few hundred micrometers to a few millimeters and are irregular in shape; 
therefore, traditional methods to measure rheology properties of a material are not 
suitable for the swollen gel particles.38 
The objective of this study is to develop models that can be used to predict the effective 
viscosity of swollen PPG during its extrusion through a fracture. We first developed a 
theoretical model to predict the pressure gradient of swollen particle gel extrusion 
through an open fracture, assuming that particle gel is a shear-thining material and 
follows power-law rheology equation. However, the parameters to describe particle gel 
rheology in the theoretical model could not be determined by a conventional  rheology 
measurement tool—rheometer; therefore, we designed a simple screen model to see 
whether it could be used to determine the rheology parameters of swollen particle gel. 
Considering the difference between screen tests and real rheology tests, the theoretical 
model was modified by correlating the fracture experimental results with screen 
experiment  results. Compared to the fracture experiment results, a screen experiment is 
much simpler and takes a shorter time to complete.  
 
2. Theoretical Model to Calculate the Pressure Gradient of a Shear-
Thinning Material through an Open Fracture 
Extensive studies19-24, 36-37, 39  show that gels are shear-thinning materials that follow 
power-law models which are expressed as the relationship between shear rate and shear 
stress with viscosity. The general form of a power-law model is as follow: 40 
{ = K ∙ γo                                                                     (1) 
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where K is the consistency constant (Pa·sn), n is the flow index,	γ is the shear rate (s-1), 
and {  is the shear stress (Pa). The parameters n and K represent the degree of non-
Nentonian behavior. The material is considered to be a non-Newtonian material if n is not 
equal to 1. In addition, the degree of non-Newtonian behavior increases as the flow 
index, n, deviates from unity. 
For a steady-state flow, a momentum balance for a shell of finite thickness was first 
applied. As the thickness approached zero, the corresponding differential equation 
describing the momentum flux distribution was obtained. According to the non-
Newtonian expression for the momentum flux, a differential equation for the velocity 
distribution could be obtained as follow: 
{ = K ∙ A|}|~B
o
                                                                 (2) 
Assuming there is no potential for carrier fluid leakoff along the length and height of 
the fracture model, for fluids flowing between two parallel plates, the follow equation can 
be given: 
{ = (,T, )                                                                 (3) 
where L is the length of the fracture, x is the distance from the center of the fracture to the 
fracture wall, P0 and PL are the inlet and outlet pressures, respectively. 
Comparing Equations 2 and 3, the follow equation can be obtained, 
K ∙ A|}|~B
o = (,T, )                                                        (4) 
Integrating the differential equation, the velocity distribution along the fracture width is 







 − 1                                         (5) 
where v is the velocity, and w is the fracture width. 
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The volumetric flow rate is 






                                               (6) 
where q is the volumetric flow rate.  
The pressure gradient versus fracture width is: 
6!
6 = (2I)(JRJ )J(:< )J M-                                             (7) 
where 6!6  is the pressure gradient. 
Therefore, for a shear-thinning material following a power-law model, the pressure 
gradient varies inversely from the fracture width with the power of 2n+1. To calculate the 
pressure gradient of a shear-thining fluid flow through an open fracture, we not only need 
to know flow rate, fracture width and height, but we also need to know the consistency 
constant K and flow index n. However, K and n could not be obtained by using a 
conventional rheometer measurement method because the swollen PPG particles were 
irregular in shape and large in size. Therefore, experiments were conducted to check if 
screen tests could be used to obtain the parameters which could represent the two. 
 
3. Experimental Section 
3.1. Materials. A commercial super absorbent polymer (SAP) provided by Emerging 
Technologies Inc. was used as the PPG for our experiments. The product name is 
LiquiblockTM 40K Series. The main component of the PPG is potassium salt crosslinked 
polyacrylic acid/polyacrylamide copolymer. Before swelling, the PPG is a dry, white, 
granular powder. Table 1 lists the main characteristics of PPG used in the experiments, 
and Table 2 shows the size distribution of the PPG as determined by a sieving test.  
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The PPG has a three-dimensional structure of  long polymer chains linked by 
crosslinking agents. In aqueous solutions, the PPG can absorb a large amount of water 
through the hydrogen bond with water molecules, so a PPG's ability to absorb water is a 
factor of the ionic concentration of an aqueous solution. Four swollen PPG samples were 
prepared using four different brine (Sodium Chloride from Sigma Aldrich) weight 
concentrations (0.05%, 0.25%, 1%, and 10%) with volumetric swelling ratios of 194, 98, 
52, and 32, respectively. Fully swollen PPGs, without excess (free) water, were used for 
all experiments.  
The swollen PPG, without excess water, was prepared as follows: (1) an empty beaker 
was partially filled with the desired concentration of brine; (2) depending on the brine 
concentration, 10-20 g of the dry PPG  were slowly added to the brine solution; the 
mixture was then stirred for 5-10 minutes; (3) the sample was allowed to swell 
completely with the evidence of existence of excess water; the process took about 2-3 
hours; and (4) the excess brine solution was separated from the swollen PPG by placing it 
on a 150 mesh screen, and then the swollen PPG was collected for core flooding 
experiments.  
3.2. Screen Experiments.  
3.2.1. Screen Model. A screen model consists of a long acrylic tube to which end 
plates are attached by two flanges using steel rods and nuts, as shown in Figure 1(a). The 
top flange has one hole connected to an ISCO pump by tubing and fitting. The bottom 
flange has multiple holes that allow PPG particles to flow through without extra pressure. 
A piston was inserted into the acrylic tube to prevent direct contact between injected 
fluids and the PPG particles. Screens of various mesh sizes were placed between the gel 
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particles and the bottom flange. The pressure from the pumped water pushed the piston, 
which forced the swollen PPG to pass through the wire cloth mesh at the end of the tube. 
This model was able to work under pressure of 1,000 psi. All experiments were run at 
room temperature. A digital pressure gauge was mounted in the lower part of the 
transparent acrylic tube to check the pressure added on the screen. The range of the 
pressure gauge is 600 psi with an accuracy of 0.1%.  
Three stainless wire cloths were chosen with screen meshes of 150, 80 and 40, 
respectively. Table 3 shows the parameters of the screens used here. The wire cloth was 
cut into small 2-inch diameter circles. A total of 12 experiments were conducted to study 
the effect of the brine concentration used to prepare the swollen gel particles, the 
injection rate and the mesh size on the PPG injection pressure.  
3.2.2. Screen Test Experimental Setup. The experimental setup for screen tests in 
Figure 1(b) is described as follows: 
• The piston was inserted into the top of the transparent acrylic tube. The tube was 
then packed with a swollen PPG sample prepared using a desired brine 
concentration. 
• A screen was placed above the holes in the bottom cap. 
• Using the metal rods, the packed tube was then set on the bottom cap; and the top 
cap was placed on top of the transparent acrylic cylinder with the piston at the top.  
• The apparatus was then tightly secured using washers and nuts. 
• A pressure gauge was connected to the bottom of the transparent acrylic tube to 
monitor pressure changes with the injection rate. 
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• Any air gaps in the outlet line of the ISCO pump were eliminated, and the line was 
connected to the top cap of the apparatus and tightened to prevent leaks. 
3.2.3. Screen Test Experimental Procedure. The experimental procedure for screen 
tests was as follows: 
• Filled in distilled water to release the air between the piston and the top cap. 
• Pumped distilled water into the screen model at a constant injection rate of 1 
ml/min until the piston started to move. 
• Switched the flow rate to 0.1 ml/min and monitored the pressure response until a 
constant pressure was reached. 
• The process was repeated with multiple injection flow rates, and the stable pressure 
for each injection rate was recorded. 
• The procedure was repeated until the pressure differences were negligible, even 
when the increase in injection rate was significant. 
The above procedure was repeated for each screen and each brine concentration, and 
pressure was monitored during the entire process. 
3.3. Fracture Experiments 
3.3.1. Fracture Model Experimental Setup. Figure 2 is a flow chart for the fracture 
experimental setup, which was composed of two syringe pumps, one accumulator with a 
piston, and one fracture model. Two ISCO pumps were used, one for PPG injection and 
the other for brine injection. The fracture model was constructed of two acrylic plates 
with a rubber O-ring between them. Bolts, nuts, and shims were used to fix the two plates 
and control fracture width. On one side of the plate, a hole functioned as an inlet for the 
injection of fluids and PPG; on the other side, another hole provided an outlet to 
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discharge fluids and PPG. The pressure transducers were connected to the inlet to record 
the fracture pressure. The model was transparent so that the PPG and water movement 
could be visibly monitored. The dimensions of the model were 55 cm in length and 10 
cm in height. Three fracture widths (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm) were used to examine the 
effect of fracture size on gel placement. The inside diameter of the tube leading into the 
fracture was ¼ inch, and its length was 4 inches. A metal connector with an internal 
diameter of 3/8 inch and a length of less than 1 inch was used to discharge the fluids from 
the outlet.  
3.3.2. Fracture Model Experimental Procedure. Brine was first injected into the 
fracture model, and then fully swollen PPG was extruded into the fracture model by an 
ISCO pump through an accumulator. Six flow rates were used for each experiment: 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, and 30 ml/min. The flow rates were tested in sequence (from lowest to 
highest) to obtain the corresponding stabilized pressure during gel injection. Once the gel 
was in place, water was injected into the gel particles packed in the fracture to test the 
efficiency of gel plugging on water. During these experiments, the brine injection rates 
were the same as those used during gel injection. The pressure data were recorded to 
check the pressure changes over time and the injection rates. 
 
4. Experimental Results and Discussion 
Figure 3 shows the brine concentration and flow rate effect on PPG injection pressure 
in the screen tests with the screen meshes of 150, 80, and 40.  It can be seen that injection 
pressure increased with brine concentration in a given screen at a constant injection flow 
rate. For example, at an injection rate of 0.2 ml/min, the injection pressures for PPG 
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prepared with 0.05, 0.25, 1, and 10 wt% brine were 41, 70, 120, and 210 psi, respectively 
for the 150 mesh screen model. Before we conducted the experiments, it was 
hypothesized that the injection pressure for the sample prepared with a low brine 
concentration would be higher than the sample prepared with a high brine concentration 
because the swollen particle size was larger in the low brine concentrations. However, the 
experimental results showed a completely different trend. It can be inferred that the 
softness or deformability of swollen particles was more dominant to PPG injection 
pressure than the particle size of the swollen PPG because the swollen particles in high 
salinity brine is much harder and less deformable than those in low salinity brine. It also 
can be seen that the injection pressure increased as the mesh decreased. For example, 
with an injection flow rate of 0.1 ml/min and a brine concentration of 0.05%, the PPG 
injection pressures for  meshes  of 150, 80, and 40 were 32, 22, and 9 psi, respectively. 
Figure 3 also shows that the injection pressure increased with flow rate for a given 
brine concentration and a given screen size, and they showed straight lines in the log-log 
scale. A power law equation can be used to well fit their relationship as follow: 
 = I(J1                                                             (8) 
where p is the PPG injection pressure in psi, q is the flow rate in ml/min, and Ka1 and na1 
are constants related to brine concentration and screen size. Table 4 lists Ka1 and na1 with 
this power law equation and their correlation factors. All correlation factors are more than 
0.95. The apparent flow index decreased as the brine concentration increased, whereas 
the apparent consistency constant increased as the brine concentration increased. 
Equation 8 indicates that swollen PPG is a shear-thinning material. Comparing the 
power law model for a shear-thinning material in Equation 1, Ka1 and na1 in Equation 8 
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are quite similar to the consistency constant K and flow index n in Equation 1. They are 
not exactly the same, however, so we called them as apparent consistency constant and 
apparent flow index, respectively. 
Figure 4 shows the brine concentration and flow rate effect on PPG injection pressure 
in fracture models with  fracture widths of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mm. For fractures with given 
widths, it can be seen that PPG injection pressure consistently increased with brine 
concentration when the injection flow rate was the same. This is similar to the findings in 
the screen tests. The figure also indicates that the injection pressure decreased with an 
increase of fracture width with the same flow rate and same brine concentration. This is 
easy to understand because a wider fracture would be more conductive, thus the injection 
pressure would be lower.  
Figure 4 also shows that PPG injection pressure increased with the injection flow rate 
for a given brine concentration and a given fracture width, and straight lines were shown 
in the log-log scale. A power law equation can be used to fit their relationship as follow: 
 = I(J1-                                                             (9) 
where p is the PPG injection pressure in psi, q is the flow rate in ml/min, and Ka2 and na2 
are constants related to brine concentration and fracture width. Table 5 lists Ka2 and na2 
for this power law equation and their correlation factors.  
Comparing from Figures 3 and 4, it is obvious that the results from screen tests were 
strongly parallal to those from fracture experiments. It is more important that both 
experimental results showed that swollen PPG was a shear-thinning material and could be 
well fitted by power law equations in which the apparent consistency constant and 
apparent flow index can be obtained from screen tests or fracture experiments. In 
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comparision with fracture model experiments, screen experiments usually take less time 
and are easier to operate. Therefore, we used the apparent consistency constant Ka1 and 
apparent flow index na1 from the screen models to replace the consistency constant K and 
flow index n in Equation 7 so that the fracture pressure gradient of swollen PPG 
extrusion through an open fracture model could be predicted using screen tests. 
 
5. Correlations for Pressure Gradient 
Because the apparent consistency constant Ka1 and apparent flow index na1 from the 
screen models are related to the consistency constant K and flow index n in a standand 
power-law model in Equation 1,   Equation 7 can be modified in the following general 
form: 
6!
6 = LI(N(J1RJ1 )w∙J1 A:< B
6∙J1 ( M-1)                                            (10) 
Equation 10 includes five given parameters, namely, the experimentally determined 
apparent flow index na, the apparent consistency constant Ka, the injection flow rate q, 
the fracture height h, and the fracture width w. The constants a, b, c, d, and e were 
determined through a regression procedure as follows: 
 (1) In these parameters, the experimentally determined apparent flow index na and the 
apparent consistency constant Ka were based on the screen tests, while the injection flow 




(2) The non-linear regression technique was used to generate the regression for these 
experimental data. The pressure gradient data in the fracture experiments were used in the 
regression process. 
(3) The correlations developed were compared in terms of the absolute average relative 
errors, R2 values, and parity charts to ensure the accuracy of the model. A parity chart is a 
plot with experimental value on the horizontal axis, versus one or several model 
predictions on the vertical axis that is used to evaluate the absolute average relative errors 
for each correlation. An absolute average relative error is defined as the sum of the 
relative difference between the experimental and calculated values of the pressure 
gradient, divided by the number of measurements. It is expressed as: 41 
( = J∑ ,W7,,1,,W7, J × 100%                                             (11) 
where n is the number of data points, v! is the experimental fracture pressure gradient 
(Pa/m), w( is the calculated fracture pressure gradient (Pa/m), and ( is the absolute 
average relative error (%). 
 (4) Proper equations for the pressure gradient were constructed if the new correlations 
for the fracture pressure gradient were proved to be accurate. 
 (5) After the models to predict pressure gradient were obtained, validation tests were 
carried out to ensure its applicability for out-of-range predictions. Out-of-range 
predictions are the calculated values that are not included in the data sample for the 
correlation procedure. 
Equation 12 is the regressed correlation using the data from 150-mesh screen tests: 
6!
6 = 39210I(..E(J1RJ1 ).Z/J1 A:< B
.EEJ1 ( M-1).H                       (12) 
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Equation 13 is the regressed correlation using the data from 80-mesh screen tests: 
6!
6 = 32154I(.YE(J1RJ1 )Z.EHJ1 A:< B
./J1 ( M-1).Z                        (13) 
Equation 14 is the regressed correlation using the data from 40-mesh screen tests: 
6!
6 = 26303I(.Y(J1RJ1 )E.J1 A:< B
.E/EJ1 ( M-1).E/                          (14) 
The three correlations were compared in terms of the absolute average relative errors, 
and R2 values. A parity chart was generated for each correlation with the absolute average 
relative error as shown in Figures 5-7. The absolute average relative errors for Equations 
12-14 are 3.45%, 4.61%, and 5.44%, so each of the three correlations can be used to 
calculate the pressure gradient of the swollen PPG through an open fracture.  
 
6. Determination of Viscosity 
A resistance factor is often used to evaluate the flow resistance of a gel/gelant flow 
through porous media. It is defined as 
 = ()NJ ()                                                      (15) 
where ()NJ  is brine mobility before gelant placement, md/cp; ()  is gel mobility 
during placement, md/cp. The permeability of the fracture model remains the same before 
gelant placement and during placement, so resistance factor can be calculated as the ratio 
of gel effective viscosity divided by brine viscosity. Since brine viscosity in room 
temperature is around 1 cp, gel effective viscosity at room temperature can be viewed as 
the same as the resistance factor. 
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The resistance factor can also be expressed as the ratio of the particle gel injection 
pressure drop to the water injection pressure drop at the same flow rate. The following 
equation is used to calculate the water pressure drop in a fracture: 
∆!O
 = µO∙∙p                                                           (16) 
where ∆Pw is the water pressure drop, µ is the viscosity of water, L is the fracture length, 
q is the injection flow rate, h is the fracture height, and w is the fracture width.37,39  
Therefore, the effective viscosity of swollen PPG flow through an open fracture can be 
obtained by using newly correlated pressure models Equations 9-11 divided by  the water 
pressure drop equation.  
For 150-mesh screen tests (Equation 12), the PPG effective viscosity is: 
,, = 3267.5I(..E(J1RJ1 ).Z/J1 A:< B
.EEJ1 A M-1B
.H (<M: )                   (17) 
For 80-mesh screen tests (Equation 13), the PPG effective viscosity is: 
,, = 2679.5I(.YE(J1RJ1 )Z.EHJ1 A:< B
./J1 A M-1B
.Z (<M: )                   (18) 
For 40-mesh screen tests (Equation 14), the PPG effective viscosity is: 
,, = 2191.9I(.Y(J1RJ1 )E.J1 A:< B
.E/EJ1 A M-1B
.E/ (<M: )                    (19) 
Validation tests were conducted to ensure these models’ applicability for out-of-range 
predictions. The PPG made in 1% brine concentration and injected at 5 ml/min flow rate, 
was not included in the data used to generate the correlation, but was used to validate the 
model in Equation 17. The newly developed model was used to determine the PPG 
effective viscosity in the fracture model using the data from the 150-mesh screen tests. 
The corresponding effective viscosity was calculated for three different fracture widths, 
namely, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm. Table 6 lists the experimental effective viscosity and the 
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value calculated using Equation 17. The average relative error was found to be 3.37%. 
This indicates that the newly developed correlation can be used to determine the effective 
viscosity of PPG flowing through fracture models with only a small relative error. The 
same procedure was repeated for the correlations in Equations 18 and 19. Tables 7-8 
indicate that the other two models can also be used to determine the PPG viscosity. This 
means that a single group of screen test measurements (e.g., 150, 80, or 40 meshes) can 




Experiments were conducted in this study to determine PPG viscosity and injection 
pressure using screen tests and open fracture models. The correlations are given by 
regression methods. The major conclusions that can be drawn from this study are as 
follows: 
(1) The rheology behavior of the preformed particle gels tested in screen tests showed a 
strong parallel to the results obtained from gel extrusion experiments in open 
fracture models. PPG injection pressure increased with brine concentration when 
the injection flow rate was the same.  
(2) PPG is a shear-thinning material and can be expressed using a power law equation.  
(3) For a given flow rate and brine concentration, PPG injection pressure decreases as 
the mesh size decreases or the fracture width increases.  
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(4) Three models were developed to determine the effective viscosity and injection 
pressure gradient during swollen PPG extrusion through an open fracture. The 
absolute average relative errors were found to be around 5%.   
(5) Validation results from out-of-range data showed that the tests from a single mesh 
of screen can be used to predict the pressure gradient and the effective viscosity of 
swollen PPG extrusion through an open fracture. 
(6) Screen model tests can be a good substitute for the rheology measurement of 
particles which varies in size at the millimeter-level and irregular in shape.  
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K  = flow index 
K  = consistency constant, Pa·sn 
K(	= apparent flow index 
I( = apparent consistency constant   
  = injection flow rate, cm3/min 
  = fracture length, cm 
  = fracture height, cm 
	  = fracture width, cm 
 = permeability, md 
∆M = water pressure drop, Pa 
 = resistance factor 
v! = experimental fracture pressure gradient, Pa/m 
w( = calculated fracture pressure gradient, Pa/m 
Greek Symbols 
F =  shear rate, s-1  
{ =  shear stress, Pa 
,, = effective viscosity of swollen particle extrusion through an open fracture, cp 
M = water viscosity, cp 
( = absolute average relative error, % 
Subscripts 
A = apparent 
cal = calculated 
exp = experimental 
eff = effective 
w = water 
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Table 1. Typical Characteristics of Selected Preformed Particle Gel 
Properties Value 
Absorption Deionized Water (g/g) >200 
Apparent Bulk Density (g/l) 540 
Moisture Content (%) 5 
pH Value 5.5-6.0 (+/- 0.5; 1% gel in 0.9% NaCl) 
 
 
Table 2. PPG Particle Size Distribution  
Sieves (Mesh) Size (microns) Content (percent) 
20 >830 12.01 
40 380~830 75.32 
60 250~380 12.46 
80 180~250 0.20 
100 150~180 0.01 
 
 




Mesh Per Linear Inch 
Width Opening 
(Inch) 
Small  0.0026 150 * 150 0.0041 
Medium  0.007 80 * 80 0.0060 
Large  0.013 40 * 40 0.0120 
 
 
Table 4. Fitting Results for Pressure vs. Injection Flow Rate in Screen Tests 	





Apparent Consistency Constant 
(I() 





0.05 65.86 0.2843 0.9767 
0.25 97.94 0.2166 0.8907 
1 141.87 0.1123 0.9538 
10 244.48 0.0991 0.9691 
 
80 
0.05 41.00 0.2414 0.9733 
0.25 52.74 0.1974 0.9926 
1 101.46 0.1390 0.9888 
10 131.84 0.1120 0.9613 
40 
0.05  16.591 0.2642 0.9965 
0.25 26.048 0.2153 0.9949 
1 56.87 0.3002 0.9765 




Table 5. Fitting Equations for Pressure as a Function of Flow Rate in Open 






Apparent Consistency Constant 
(I() 




0.05 32.28 0.362 0.992 
0.25 35.25 0.356 0.995 
1 48.49 0.268 0.999 
10 59.16 0.236 0.990 
1.0 
0.05 17.01 0.443 0.996 
0.25 32.51 0.325 0.998 
1 39.53 0.311 0.995 
10 49.69 0.279 0.992 
1.5 
0.05 9.830 0.520 0.999 
0.25 13.79 0.553 0.983 
1 18.91 0.475 0.995 
10 25.35 0.414 0.998 
 
Table 6. Validation of the Newly Developed Model (Equation 14) for PPG Made in 
1% Brine Concentration at 5 ml/min Injection Rate 
Fracture Width  
(10-3 m) 









0.5 2.711×107 2.512×107 -7.89 
1.0 1.672×108 1.710×108 2.23 
1.5 4.847×108 4.847×108 0 
 
Table 7. Validation of the Newly Developed Model (Equation 15) for PPG Made in 
10% Brine Concentration at 15 ml/min Injection Rate 
Fracture Width  
(10-3 m) 









0.5 6.274×106 5.711×106 -9.86 
1.0 3.888×107 3.922×107 0.87 
1.5 1.131×108 1.132×108 0.21 
 
 
Table 8. Validation of the Newly Developed Model (Equation 16) for PPG Made in 
10% Brine Concentration at 25 ml/min Injection Rate 
Fracture Width  
(10-3 m) 









0.5 4.147×106 3.985×106 -4.08 
1.0 2.609×107 2.577×107 -1.26 
1.5 7.652×107 7.165×107 -6.79 
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(a) Screen model                                                                   (b)  Experimental setup  








Figure 3. Injection pressure for screen tests as a function of flow rate in Log-Log paper 
 






Figure 5. Parity chart for pressure gradient model using 150-mesh screen test 
measurements 
 













Polymer gel treatment is one of the most cost-effective methods to control water 
production in mature oil fields. The main objective of gel treatments is to reduce water or 
gas flow through high-permeability channels or fractures without damaging productive 
zones. Recently, PPGs are developed and applied for conformance control because they 
can overcome some potential drawbacks inherent in an in-situ gelation system such as 
lack of control over the gelation time, gelling uncertainty due to shear degradation, 
chromatographic fractionation, and dilution by formation water. 
This research work aims to investigate PPG transport through open fractures and 
its effect on water flow. Various mechanical and mathematical models were developed to 
understand the transport mechanisms and rheological properties of gel placement in 
fractures. The main findings in this study are as follows: 
• During PPG placement, PPG propagates like a piston along a fracture when the 
fracture width is smaller than or similar to the particle size. 
• Swollen PPG forms a gel pack after placement in a fracture, and injected brine 
breaks through the permeable gel pack to create several channels, allowing water 
to be discharged from the outlet. 
• Investigation of factors that influence PPG injectivity and plugging efficiency 
revealed that PPG injectivity increases with fracture widths and flow rates but 
decreases with brine concentrations (on which the PPG swelling ratio depends). 
• PPG is a shear-thinning material that follows a power-law rheology equation 
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during its flow through a fracture. The resistance factor increases with an increase 
in brine concentration and fracture width but decreases as the flow rate increases. 
• PPG can reduce the permeability for the fractures with different widths to the 
same level. 
• The degree of dehydration in PPG placement is much less significant compared to 
that in in-situ gel systems. PPG dehydration decreases with increased gel injection 
rate, fracture width, and brine concentration in a given fracture model. 
• PPG injection with lower gel concentrations was able to achieve the same water 
blocking effects in fractures while requiring less injecting pressure. Significant 
economic advantages may be realized for PPG treatments prepared with low gel 
concentrations to reduce the injection pressure in field applications. 
• PPG has a characteristic yield pressure and a shear-rate-dependent apparent 
viscosity, which can be used to model its rheological behavior. 
• The transport mechanisms of swollen PPG through the screen models were 
identified, and the dominant transport patterns were found to be “snap-off and 
pass” and “deform and pass,” although multiple patterns often occur 
simultaneously. 
• Screen tests can be used to predict the pressure gradient and the effective 
viscosity of swollen PPG extrusion through an open fracture. Screen models were 
proved as good substitutes for the rheology measurement of PPG particles which 
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